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applies to material as set out in this document. 
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the creative commons website as is the full legal code for the 
cc By 4.0 licence (www.creativecommons.org/licenses). 
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the terms under which the coat of Arms can be used are 
detailed on the it’s an Honour website  
(www.itsanhonour.gov.au). 

Contact us 

for enquiries regarding the licence and any use of this report 
please contact AustrAc media and communications at  
media@austrac.gov.au.

this risk assessment is intended to provide a summary and 
general overview; it does not assess every risk relevant 
to the npo sector. it does not set out the comprehensive 
obligations under the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-
Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (Aml/ctf Act), Aml/ctf 
regulations and Aml/ctf rules, or the obligations for npos 
under commonwealth and state and territory legislation. it 
does not constitute nor should it be treated as legal advice 
or opinions. the commonwealth accepts no liability for 
any loss suffered as a result of reliance on this publication. 
AustrAc and Acnc recommend that regulated npos seek 
independent professional advice.
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AustrAliAn ChArities hAve A long 
history helping the most vulnerAble 
And disAdvAntAged, both At home And 
AbroAd. Combined, AustrAliA’s 54,000 
registered ChArities hAve An AnnuAl 
inCome of over $134 billion And Assets 
totAlling $267 billion. over 8,000 of 
these ChArities ConduCt ACtivities 
outside AustrAliA, sending $1.5 billion 
in donAtions And grAnts overseAs 
eACh yeAr.

many of these charities operate in, or send funds to, conflict 
zones and other unstable regions. these are challenging 
environments, not only for service delivery but also for 
establishing and implementing governance structures and 
financial controls.  

charities have a vital role to play, but we must remain mindful 
of the risks they face at home and abroad. charities therefore 
need to ensure they understand their risks and manage them 
accordingly.

the Australian charities and not-for-profits commission 
(Acnc) and AustrAc, in collaboration with our industry 
and government partners, have prepared this assessment to 
better understand the risks faced by the npo sector. 

the assessment has identified that Australian npos remain 
vulnerable to the risk of money laundering and terrorism 
financing and industry needs to be aware of these risks.

While proven instances of money laundering and terrorism 
financing in the npo sector remain low, this illicit activity 
could severely damage public trust and confidence in npos, 
and harm the communities they are working to assist.

   foreword
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this assessment will improve the npo sector’s own risk 
awareness and help npos to protect themselves from 
fraud and criminal activity. in light of the assessment’s 
findings, we encourage npos to improve their safeguards by 
implementing good governance and controls.

identifying and reducing money laundering and terrorism 
financing risks will continue to be a priority for the Acnc and 
AustrAc. the findings of this risk assessment will enable us 
to refine the risk-based approach we take to the regulation, 
supervision and monitoring of the npo sector. 

We thank the dedicated staff of the Acnc, AustrAc, the 
Australian federal police, Australian criminal intelligence 
commission, Australian taxation office and other law 
enforcement and regulatory agencies for their work on 
this risk assessment. We also thank the npo sector for 
contributing their collective expertise.

SuSan PaScoe aM
Commissioner, ACNC

Peter clark
Acting CEO, AUSTRAC
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key terms

nPo sector terminology

Term Description

NPO ‘non-profit organisation’ in this document also applies to ‘not-for-profit’ sector or entity. An 
organisation that does not operate for the profit, personal gain or other benefit of particular 
people (for example, its members, the people who run it or their friends or relatives).

Charity An npo whose purposes must be charitable, as set out in common law and in the Charities Act 2013.

Sham NPO An npo that has formed a legal entity in Australia, but is operating for the sole purpose of 
facilitating criminal activity or terrorism financing.

Fake NPO fundraising activity conducted by an individual(s) for a fake cause. this activity is often conducted 
under the guise of charitable giving, but is not linked to a legitimate npo. 

Service NPO An npo involved in service activities. these include programs focused on housing, social services, 
humanitarian aid, education, and health care.

Expressive NPO An npo involved in activities including programs focused on religious activities, sports and 
recreation, arts and culture, interest representation, and advocacy.

Reporting entity An entity that provides a ‘designated service’ as defined in section 6 of the Anti-Money Laundering 
and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (Aml/ctf Act) and is subject to oversight by AustrAc. 
this includes banks, gambling institutions and remittance service providers.

Responsible person individuals responsible for governing the charity. generally, a charity’s responsible persons are its 
board or committee members, or trustees (including insolvency trustees or administrators).

risk terminology

Term Description

Risk risk is based on the assessment of three factors: threat, vulnerability and consequence.

Threat A threat is a person or group of people, object or activity with the potential to cause harm.

in the terrorism financing context ‘threat’ includes criminals, terrorist groups and their financiers, 
associates and facilitators, including how they may seek to exploit funding sources and ways of 
transferring and storing funds.

Vulnerability Vulnerability refers to the characteristics of a sector that make it susceptible to money laundering 
(including criminal misuse) or terrorism financing.

Consequence consequence refers to the potential impact or harms of money laundering and terrorism 
financing in the npo sector. it involves consequences for npos, individuals, national and 
international security, and the Australian economy and community.
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exeCutive 
summAry
this Assessment AnAlysed And rAted the 
risk of money lAundering And terrorism 
finAnCing misuse sepArAtely. this wAs 
done to Avoid Combining the overAll risk 
rAting of these two distinCtly different 
risk environments. this Assessment 
inCluded prediCAte Crimes linked to npos 
in its overAll risk rAting for money 
lAundering. A prediCAte Crime is Any 
offenCe thAt generAtes proCeeds of 
Crime (thAt is, CriminAl misuse).

overall risk rating

Money laundering

AustrAc and Acnc assess the overall money 
laundering risk for the npo sector as medium. 

Terrorism financing

AustrAc and Acnc assess the overall terrorism 
financing risk for the npo sector as medium. 

this risk rating is lower than previous assessments and mainly 
reflects shifts in Australia’s terrorism and terrorism financing 
threat environments. 

these ratings are based on assessments of the criminal and 
terrorism threat environments, vulnerabilities in the sector, 
and associated consequences. 

criminal threat environment

Money laundering

the threat of money laundering in Australia’s npo 
sector is assessed as medium. 

Terrorism financing

the threat of terrorism financing in the npo sector is 
assessed as medium.

Money laundering

the threat of money laundering, including criminal misuse, 
in Australia’s npo sector is assessed as medium. this is 
primarily based on suspicious matter reporting, the number 
of investigations into predicate crimes involving npos, and 
anecdotal insights from sector representatives regarding 
levels of criminal exploitation. 

the key threats facing the npo sector are fraud and theft 
of resources, with a low level of money laundering and tax 
evasion also detected. offences are being committed by 
npo personnel and affiliates at all levels, and are largely 
opportunistic. While the value attached to most offending 
is small, misuse of funds can have a significant impact on 
an npo depending on its size and the amount of money it 
handles.

Analysis should be undertaken to determine the extent 
to which npos are being used to support illicit activity or 
launder money for criminal entities.
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terroriSM financing

the threat of terrorism financing in the npo sector is assessed 
as medium. this is based on the volume of suspicious matter 
reporting to AustrAc, intelligence holdings and the number 
of npos identified during counter-terrorism investigations as 
linked to persons of interest. 

this rating is lower than previous assessments and reflects 
shifting terrorism financing behaviour. While historically 
several npos were used to raise and send large amounts of 
funds to support large global terror organisations, the current 
terrorism financing threat environment is dominated by self-
funding activity. 

Between 2012 and 2016, 28 suspicious matter reports (smrs) 
linked or related to npos were submitted, with a total value 
of $5.6 million (and average value of over $200,000 per smr). 
this is a significant amount in the current terrorism financing 
environment (albeit very small compared to the sector’s 
overall income during the same period), noting smrs are 
only an indicator of suspected activity (and not conclusive). 
While npos are not the main source of terrorism financing 
in Australia, they will continue to be attractive to financiers 
of terrorism because they have the capacity to raise and 
camouflage the movement of large amounts of funds.

in known and suspected cases, npos have primarily been 
used to raise funds in Australia and transfer money offshore 
to support individuals or groups engaged in foreign conflict. 
in some instances, individuals have demonstrated a moderate 
level of sophistication and ability to evade detection. 

it is assessed as unlikely that npos are currently being used to 
raise funds for domestic terrorist activity. However, this could 
change as Australia’s threat environment continues to evolve. 

Vulnerabilities

Money laundering

it is assessed that the npo sector poses a medium 
vulnerability to money laundering.

Terrorism financing

it is assessed that the npo sector poses a medium 
vulnerability to terrorism financing. 

since the characteristics and activities of individual npos 
vary significantly, the vulnerabilities associated with different 
npos also varies. the risk rating criteria used in the risk 
methodology was designed to not only capture an overall 
sector-wide rating, but also be a guide for npos to measure 
their own level of vulnerability individually. 

factors that increase an npo’s vulnerability to money 
laundering or terrorism financing include (factors in bold are 
assessed as the most critical across the sector):

• poor understanding of the risks of money laundering and 
terrorism financing 

• poor due diligence on key personnel, volunteers, 
partners and beneficiaries

• inexperienced staff
• lack of formalised training and ongoing professional 

development
• poor record keeping 
• weak internal controls
• poor transparency and accountability of the end-to-

end funding cycle
• beneficiaries or operations in countries with poor 

AML/CTF regimes
• beneficiaries or operations in conflict or post-conflict 

regions
• beneficiaries or operations in dispersed ethnic 

communities in Australia, with strong links to high-
risk countries (specific to terrorism financing only).

the more prominent these factors are to an npo, the higher 
its level of vulnerability is to criminal or terrorist misuse. 
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consequences

Money laundering

the consequences associated with money laundering 
in the npo sector are assessed as minor. 

Terrorism financing

the consequences associated with terrorism 
financing in the npo sector are assessed as major. 

the most significant consequences of criminal misuse are 
experienced by npos directly, and intended beneficiaries 
who do not receive funds that are lost to crime. the security 
impact is the most serious consequence of terrorism 
financing misuse. diminished revenue—through diversion 
of funds—can hamper an npo’s operations and ongoing 
viability. this has potentially serious flow-on impacts for 
intended beneficiaries when vital services and supplies are 
reduced or not delivered.

terrorism financing consequences are higher than money 
laundering because of the national and international security 
impacts. tracing the end use of funds diverted for terrorism 
financing is difficult. However, it is likely that most npo funds 
that end up in terrorist hands in the main conflict theatres 
in the middle east will be used for military and operational 
purposes. the sector also faces reputational harm following a 
suspected or actual terrorism financing event.

to a lesser extent, money laundering and terrorism financing 
in the npo sector can impact the reputation and operations 
of reporting entities (such as banks and other financial 
institutions) with business relationships with npos, or 
damage Australia’s international standing.

Higher-risk terrorism financing 
subset
international Aml/ctf standards require countries to 
identify the subset of npos which, due to their activities or 
characteristics, are likely to be at risk of terrorism financing 
abuse. this assessment has identified Australia’s higher-risk 
terrorism financing npo subset likely to be:

• a legal entity 

• an incorporated association

• small (low annual turnover)

• based mainly in nsW

• relatively newly established

• service-oriented 

• linked to at least one large cash transaction 

• linked to at least one international transfer into or out of 
Australia – with a high likelihood that international funds 
transfer instruction (ifti) activity will involve a high-risk 
terrorism financing country

• linked to one or more smr.

Priority actions
Based on the most significant threats and vulnerabilities 
identified in this assessment, the following priority actions 
are proposed to address key areas of money laundering and 
terrorism financing risks in the npo sector. government 
authorities should:

• follow-up the findings concerning terrorism financing 
higher-risk npos by:

 » undertaking targeted outreach to the high-risk 
subset, including guidance and education on key 
risk indicators and case studies

 » updating the assessment of the high-risk subset  
as required, including in light of findings from 
investigations into the entities identified in this 
assessment and as Australia’s threat environment 
evolves.

• conduct further analysis into the npos identified in 
this assessment that have links to members of serious 
and organised crime groups, to determine the level of 
criminal risk involved and the appropriate operational 
response.

• continue work to ensure the regulatory framework for 
npos is coordinated and that key risks affecting the 
sector are effectively mitigated by:

 » ongoing improvements to the mechanisms for 
collaboration and engagement among AustrAc, 
npo regulators, law enforcement and national 
security agencies, as part of criminal and terrorism 
financing disruption methodologies—this should 
include streamlining information-sharing secrecy 
provisions and harnessing the joint intelligence 
capabilities offered by partnerships with the 
private sector

 » cooperating with peak sector bodies to 
implement, when finalised, Acnc external 
conduct standards for registered charities

 » improving awareness of public npo registers to 
ensure donations are made to legitimate npos.
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purpose
the purpose of this report is to assess money laundering and 
terrorism financing risks affecting Australian npos. it identifies 
the main criminal, money laundering and terrorism financing 
threats currently facing npos. it highlights key vulnerabilities 
that are exploited for criminal misuse, or to support or 
promote terrorism and its financing. it also addresses an 
international requirement to identify the subset of npos at 
high-risk of terrorism financing misuse.

this assessment is intended to support a whole-of-
government approach in partnership with key npo bodies, 
to improve risk-based supervision and monitoring of the npo 
sector. this includes:

• targeted outreach to the most vulnerable npos

• coordination of information gathering and investigation 
of high-risk npos

• application of appropriate regulatory measures.

this assessment has also been developed to provide 
guidance and feedback to help the npo sector identify, 
monitor and mitigate risks, and to report any suspicions or 
unusual behaviour to the appropriate authority.

insights are provided for financial institutions and other 
businesses with Aml/ctf obligations, which have business 
dealings with the npo sector. this will help these reporting 
entities identify and monitor risks that may be applicable 
to their individual businesses, and subsequently report 
suspicious matters to AustrAc.

 
iMProVing coMPliance with 
fatf recoMMendation 8 

in April 2015 the financial Action task force (fAtf) 
released its mutual evaluation report of Australia. 
the report found Australia to be non-compliant with 
recommendation 8, which relates to reducing the 
risk of terrorism financing through npos. A key factor 
underpinning this rating was that Australia had not 
conducted a specific risk assessment of terrorism 
financing through the npo sector, and subsequently 
could not identify which organisations were at the 
greatest risk of abuse. completion of this risk assessment 
is a vital step for Australia to improve compliance with 
recommendation 8.

methodology
Scope 
for the purpose of this assessment, the npo sector is defined 
as all charities and npos that have formed a legal entity in 
Australia. unincorporated associations were also considered, 
but the depth of analysis was limited as details of personnel, 
operations and finances are not collected unless the npo has 
taken steps to strengthen its legitimacy through registration 
with the Ato or Acnc. 

this assessment considered fake npos – also referred to as 
‘pop-up’ fundraising appeals conducted under the guise of 
charitable giving. However, the risks associated with these 
activities are taken to sit outside the sector, as they are not 
connected to a legitimate npo. nonetheless, fake npos are 
often indiscernible from legitimate ones. they divert money 
away from legitimate npos and undermine the reputation of 
the sector. 

this assessment examines npo use of crowdfunding and 
social media to raise or move funds, but does not assess the 
level of risk associated with such platforms. the use of these 
platforms to raise funds for ‘good works’ is not limited to 
npos. the risks associated with them extend beyond the npo 
sector.

risk model
this assessment follows fAtf guidance that states money 
laundering and terrorism financing risk should be assessed 
as a function of threat, vulnerability and consequence. this 
assessment uses a range of fAtf guidance on risk assessment 
methodology and draws on specific international advice for 
assessing risk in the npo sector.

two risk methodologies were developed for this assessment: 
one for money laundering and one for terrorism financing. 
this was done to avoid combining the overall risk rating 
of these two distinctly different risk environments. this 
assessment included predicate crimes linked to npos in its 
overall risk rating for money laundering. A predicate crime is 
any offence that generates proceeds of crime (that is, criminal 
misuse).

see Appendices 1 and 2 for each risk methodology.
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information collection 
key intelligence and data inputs to this assessment included: 

• a formal request for information to 23 agencies including 
all commonwealth, state and territory law enforcement 
bodies and npo regulators1

• financial, criminal and national security intelligence 
holdings, including the results of various data-matching 
exercises across these datasets

• national survey of the npo sector (see Appendix 3 for 
details)

• feedback and professional insights offered during 
interviews and consultations with key npo sector 
representatives, including two round-table discussions.2

Validation of results
to ensure accuracy of the findings, this assessment was 
developed in wide consultation with members of the npo 
sector. this included providing the final risk ratings to the 
following organisations/forums for review:

• Australian council for international development – 
Australia’s peak body for non-government organisations 
involved in international development and humanitarian 
aid

• Acnc’s professional user group

• Acnc’s sector user group

• non-government organisations (ngo) Audit, risk and 
compliance forum

• participants of the AustrAc-Acnc round-table 
discussions

• state and territory npo regulators.

structured consultations were also held with key government 
stakeholders and terrorism financing experts to collect 
information, capture a wide range of intelligence, policy 
and supervisory perspectives, and evaluate findings and 
judgements. open-source information was collected to 
validate findings and assessments, including a review of 
relevant publications produced by fAtf, the Asia/pacific 
group on money laundering and npo peak bodies.

1 in total, 22 responses were received.

2 round-table discussions were held in sydney and melbourne, 
attended by sector representatives from around the country.

report structure 
this assessment is presented in three sections:

1. an overview of money laundering, terrorism financing 
and the Australian Aml/ctf framework

2. a snapshot of the Australian npo sector including 
size, range of activities, legal and regulatory 
landscape, and illustration of the sector’s financial 
activity—something that has never before been 
quantified

3. the final risk ratings, divided into three components: 
threat, vulnerabilities and consequences—each of 
which addresses money laundering and terrorism 
financing separately.
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“...AustrAliA’s terrorism 
finAnCing environment 

is lArgely driven by 
internAtionAl tensions 

And ConfliCts thAt 
hAve inspired A smAll 
number of individuAls 
in AustrAliA to Adopt 

or support violent 
extremist views...”
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money lAundering
money lAundering enAbles Almost 
All serious And orgAnised Crime in 
AustrAliA. it is A key risk to AustrAliA’s 
eConomy And tAx revenue.

criminals launder money to legitimise proceeds from committing 
crimes (referred to as ‘predicate crimes’). money laundering 
enables criminals to accumulate and hide wealth, avoid 
prosecution, evade taxes, increase profits through reinvestment, 
and fund further criminal activity.

the money laundering process has three stages:

• Placement occurs when illicit funds or assets are introduced 
into the formal financial system. 

• Layering involves moving, dispersing or disguising illegal 
funds or assets to conceal their true origin. 

• Integration is the movement of illicit funds back into the 
legitimate economy.

npos can be used mainly during the first two stages. npo 
resources can be used to ‘place’ illicit funds into the financial 
system, then ‘layer’ the funds through multiple financial 
transactions and commingling with legitimate finance. 

in this report, ‘criminal misuse’ refers to money laundering activity 
as well as the commission of underlying predicate crimes.

 

money lAundering & 
terrorism finAnCing 

in AustrAliA
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how doeS the criMinal code 
define Money laundering?

money laundering is defined broadly in division 400 of 
the Criminal Code Act 1995 (criminal code) to include 
more than just concealing the proceeds or instruments 
of crime. the criminal code makes it an offence to ‘deal 
with’ the proceeds of crime or an instrument of crime. 
‘deal with’ is defined as a person receiving, possessing, 
concealing or disposing of money or other property as 
well as importing, exporting or engaging in a banking 
transaction relating to money or other property. Where an 
innocent third party receives money that is the proceeds 
of crime (such as an npo carrying on its normal business) 
and the person has no knowledge of that fact, receipt 
of the money does not constitute an offence under the 
criminal code.

terrorism 
finAnCing
Australia’s terrorism financing environment is largely driven 
by international tensions and conflicts that have inspired a 
small number of individuals in Australia to adopt or support 
violent extremist views. 

self-funding (for example from salaries, sale of assets, loans or 
credit cards) is the dominant method of terrorism financing 
in Australia. this reflects Australia’s security environment 
that features small-cell and lone-actor attacks (that generally 
require minimal funds) and foreign terrorist fighters (who 
require small to moderate amounts of funds). 

terrorism financing is the financial support, in any form, 
of terrorism or those who encourage, plan or engage in 
terrorism. it generally falls into two broad categories:

• funding operational costs associated with terrorist acts—
for example, expenses for travel, explosive materials, 
weapons and vehicles

• funding organisational costs associated with maintaining 
a terrorist network, organisation or cell—for example, 
training, salaries, propaganda and compensation for 
wounded fighters or families of terrorists who have died.

the terrorism financing process usually involves three distinct 
stages:

• raising funds through donations, self-funding, legitimate 
business or criminal activity

• transferring funds to a terrorist network, organisation, cell 
or individual, or between such entities

• using funds for direct and indirect costs associated with 
terrorist activity.

funds also need to be ‘stored’ during the terrorism financing 
process. storage methods might include hiding cash in a 
private residence or in a ‘sandooq’ (cash box), or depositing 
funds in a bank account or other financial product.

npos can be used at all three stages of terrorism financing. 
they may provide cover for raising funds and can be used to 
transfer resources abroad disguised as aid. npos that operate 
in, or close to, conflict zones can be vulnerable to siphoning 
of funds by terrorist groups and be used to distribute 
resources to support terrorist groups.

 
terroriSM financing 
offenceS

division 103 of the criminal code contains specific 
offences for terrorism financing. in general terms, a 
person commits an offence if they make funds available 
to another person, provide funds or collect funds and are 
reckless as to whether the funds will be used to facilitate, 
or engage in, a terrorist act. 

An offence is committed even if a terrorist act does not 
occur or if the funds will not be used towards a specific 
terrorist act. A person can be convicted of this offence 
even if it occurs outside Australia. the maximum penalty 
is imprisonment for life.

it is also an offence under section 102.6 of the criminal 
code if a person intentionally provides funds, makes 
funds available, or collects funds for or on behalf of, a 
terrorist organisation, and the person knows or is reckless 
as to whether that organisation is a terrorist organisation. 
the maximum penalty is 25 years imprisonment.

it is an offence for Australians to enter a foreign country 
with the intention to engage in hostile activities in that 
country. division 119 of the criminal code includes 
offences relating to providing support to other persons 
intending to enter a foreign country for the purposes of 
engaging in hostile activities, including the provision of 
funds and goods.
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AustrAliA’s  
Aml/Ctf 
frAmework
Australia’s Aml/ctf regime is based on international 
standards established by the fAtf. these standards, known as 
the fAtf recommendations, form the basis of a coordinated 
international response to combat money laundering and the 
financing of terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of 
mass destruction. the Aml/ctf Act and Financial Transaction 
Reports Act 1988 provide the foundation for Australia’s 
regulatory regime to detect and deter money laundering and 
terrorism financing. 

AustrAc has a dual role as Australia’s Aml/ctf regulator 
and financial intelligence agency. AustrAc supervises the 
compliance of entities that provide designated services (for 
example, banks and casinos) with their obligations under 
Australia’s Aml/ctf regime - particularly their obligation to 
assess and mitigate their money laundering and terrorism 
financing risks and report certain financial transactions. 
AustrAc also provides guidance and information to 
regulated businesses to help them identify suspicious activity 
and provide information that contributes to law enforcement 
investigations.

 

doeS auStrac regulate the 
nPo Sector?

the npo sector is not directly covered by the Aml/ctf 
regime. An npo would only be regulated by AustrAc if 
it provides a designated service as defined in section 6 of 
the Aml/ctf Act. 

AustrAc has visibility of npo financial activity where 
it occurs through regulated businesses (for example, 
through a bank account), or where it triggers the 
reporting of an smr or cross-border movement of 
physical cash or a bearer negotiable instrument. 

AustrAc also shares intelligence with law enforcement 
and national security partners and cooperates in joint 
operational matters. it is able to share information with 
the Acnc under defined circumstances upon request.

the Crimes Legislation Amendment (International Crime 
Cooperation and Other Measures) Bill 2016 will make the 
Acnc a ‘designated agency’ for the purposes of the 
Aml/ctf Act and provide Acnc with direct access 
to AustrAc information. As a designated agency, 
Acnc will be able to better detect, monitor and halt 
money laundering, terrorism financing and other 
criminal activities involving Acnc-registered charities, 
and monitor ongoing compliance with regulatory 
requirements.
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“...npos Are subjeCt 
to multiple lAyers of 

regulAtion depending 
on their legAl struCture, 

size, purpose And 
loCAtion of ACtivities...”
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AustrAliA’s npo seCtor is lArge And 
diverse. it Contributes signifiCAntly to 
AustrAliA’s eConomy And Civil soCiety. 
npos operAte loCAlly, nAtionAlly And 

internAtionAlly. they provide A wide 
rAnge of serviCes And undertAke A 

vAriety of ACtivities from operAting A 
sporting Club to providing disAster 

relief in third-world Countries.

this assessment identified approximately 257,000 npos 
operating in Australia. the majority of these entities are registered 

with the Ato for tax concessions. this figure does not include 
unincorporated associations that have not registered with the 
Ato or Acnc—the number of which is difficult to determine.3

3 there are no reliable estimates of the number of unregistered 
unincorporated associations operating in Australia. the most recent 
estimates were provided in 1995 by researchers for the university of 
technology sydney, who placed the figure at 380,000. 

the npo 
seCtor
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are de�ned on page 8. In their research regarding terrorism �nancing risks 
facing NPOs, FATF noted that to date all identi�ed cases globally related
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ACNC requires registered charities to report a range of details 
regarding activities and �nances. For this reason, the greatest level of 
transparency of the sector is probably in regulated charities. While 
they comprise only about 20 per cent of the NPO population, they are 
Australia’s second largest employer and have twice the number of 
volunteers as the remaining NPO population. In 2015, the total income 
for registered charities was more than $134.5 billion, of which $11.2 
billion was from donations and bequests.
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* FATF, Risk of terrorist abuse in non-pro�t organisations, 2014.
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finAnCiAl 
snApshot
 
financial inforMation 
rePorted to auStrac

Cross-border movement of bearer negotiable 
instrument (BNI). the mailing, shipping or carrying 
of a non-cash monetary instrument that contains the 
instruction ‘pay to the bearer’. the bearer is the person 
in possession of the Bni. common examples of Bnis are 
cheques, promissory notes, traveller’s cheques, bearer 
bonds, money orders and postal orders. there is no 
restriction on moving Bnis into or out of Australia, but 
travellers must declare these items if requested to do so 
by a customs or police officer.

Cross-border movement of physical currency. the 
mailing, shipping or carrying of cash into or out of 
Australia. movement of Aud$10,000 or more (or a foreign 
currency equivalent) must be reported. 

International funds transfer instruction (IFTI). provides 
a range of details about funds coming into or being sent 
out of Australia via reporting entities, irrespective of the 
value of the funds.

Suspicious matter report (SMR). A report that is 
submitted following suspicions that a customer or 
transaction is tied to a criminal offence including money 
laundering, terrorism financing, or any other offence 
under a commonwealth, state or territory law. reporting 
entities also lodge smrs in response to enquiries 
made by AustrAc’s partner agencies in relation to 
particular activities or customers. smrs provide valuable 
intelligence to AustrAc.  AustrAc works with partner 
agencies to piece together intelligence from a range of 
sources including smrs to develop a picture of criminal 
activities and networks. many of AustrAc’s partner 
agencies have direct access to AustrAc smrs to conduct 
further analysis and investigation.

Threshold transaction report (TTR). provides a range 
of details about the transfer of physical currency or 
e-currency of Aud$10,000 or more (or foreign currency 
equivalent) within Australia. 

this assessment matched 193,242 npos against all financial 
transactions reported to AustrAc since 1991. AustrAc holds 
transaction reports for 27,311 of these npos. 

the majority of npos did not have an AustrAc footprint. 
this reflects the vast number of small and very small npos 
operating in Australia whose financial activity has not 
triggered reporting to AustrAc. 

international movement of 
funds

ifti rePortS

Between 2012 and 2016, there were 14,460 npos recorded 
in 435,924 iftis with a combined total of $19.8 billion. on 
average, 87,185 iftis linked to npos were reported per year 
with an average value of $4 billion. 

in 2016, there was a notable drop in the total volume and 
value of ifti activity compared with previous years. sector 
representatives suggest this probably reflects a drop in sector 
revenue that may be due to:

• reduced public funding (there were no major disasters or 
single events in 2016)

• growing private sector participation in the humanitarian 
space (shifting some government spending on overseas 
programs away from npos).

toP 5 countrieS in ifti data

outward ifti data likely reflects the global nature of npo 
networks and operations. many of the top 5 countries that 
feature in ifti data share long-standing relationships with 
Australian npos. these countries may be home to an npo’s 
regional or head office, or partner organisations. this is 
particularly the case with countries with strong historical, 
cultural and political ties to Australia—for example, the 
united kingdom and usA. 
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some countries are also major financial centres. this probably 
reflects the investment decisions of Australian npos or 
the use of these locations to coordinate and move money 
through financial centres to other countries.

inward ifti data may reflect flows of money due to 
international relationships, or a return on npo investments 
overseas.

overall, ifti data is influenced by some very large agricultural-
based npos. Work is underway to further disaggregate the 
financial data to identify key countries and fund flows of 
interest. 

A small percentage (about 4.5 per cent) of npo-related ifti 
reports involves countries considered high-risk for money 
laundering or terrorism financing. the value and significance 
of international funds sent to high-risk countries are 
discussed later in the ‘vulnerabilities’ section of this report.

cBM of physical currency 
reports
Between 2012 and 2016, there were 41 npos recorded in 45 
cBm reports with a combined total of $1.8 million. the total 
volume and value of cBm reporting is lower than expected 
given the significant use of cash within the sector. As 
reflected in the ifti data, this is likely because npos use major 
international banking or remittance channels to move money 
overseas. 

However, anecdotally some npos report carrying cash to 
countries and regions where other forms of banking and 
remittance channels do not exist. if this is occurring in large 
volumes, it is not reflected in cBm data. this may be due to 
individuals:

• failing to declare cBm activity at the border

• declaring the cash movement at the border, but not 
advising that the cash is being carried out on behalf of an 
npo

• carrying cash amounts that are below the Aud10,000 
reporting threshold. 

ttrs
Between 2012 and 2016, there were 15,683 npos recorded 
in 427,579 ttrs with a combined total of $14.3 billion. on 
average, 85,515 ttrs were reported per year with an average 
value of $2.9 billion. 

While this demonstrates the sector’s significant use of cash-
related fundraising activities, the total volume and value 
of ttr activity halved in 2016 compared to previous years. 
this probably corresponds with the overall decline in sector 
revenue for 2016 noted above. it may also reflect a broader 
move away from the use of cash and increased npo use of 
online payment platforms for fundraising activities. 

SMrs
Between 2012 and 2016, there were 271 npos recorded in 
277 smrs with a combined total of $63.4 million. on average, 
55 smrs were reported per year with an average yearly value 
of $12.7 million. 

compared to all smr reporting, the volume and value of 
smrs linked to npos has remained relatively consistent, with 
two exceptions:

• in 2015, there was a spike in the total value of npo-linked 
smrs. this was due to seven high-value smrs with a total 
value of approximately $22 million combined. By way of 
comparison, only two ‘high-value’ smrs were reported in 
2016 (with a combined total value of $5.8 million).

• in 2016, the drop in the volume of npo-linked smrs was 
more significant than the drop in overall smr reporting 
to AustrAc. like ifti and ttr reporting, this probably 
reflects the overall decline in npo sector revenue and 
financial activity for that year. 
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 2016 FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT International movement of funds
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regulAtory And 
AdministrAtive 
lAndsCApe
npos are subject to multiple layers of regulation depending 
on their legal structure, size, purpose and location of 
activities. npos are not required to register at either a state/
territory or commonwealth level. However, registration with 
the Acnc and Ato can provide certain benefits including a 
degree of legitimacy and access to tax concessions.

legal structures of nPos
npos can operate under a range of legal structures. 
companies limited by guarantee, incorporated associations 
and non-distributing co-operatives have specific regulators. 
trusts and unincorporated associations are only regulated 
if they choose to register with the Ato and Acnc. each 
regulator has different requirements, functions and powers.

An npo’s legal structure will affect a range of things such as 
governance structure, reporting and compliance obligations, 
access to tax concessions and government funding, where 
the npo can operate (locally, nationally or internationally) 
and whether it can employ people or operate a bank account 
in its own name. 

npos can choose to operate under more than one legal 
structure. in these instances, the npo must comply with each 
relevant regulatory scheme. see Appendix 4 for an overview 
of different legal structures for npos.4

4 more information on npo legal structure is available at https://
www.ato.gov.au/non-profit/getting-started/choosing-a-legal-
structure/. 

tax conceSSionS for nPos

deductible gift recipient (dgr) status is a key tax 
incentive to assist npos with fundraising. it provides 
donors with a tax deduction for every donation of $2 or 
more. large registered charities are the main category of 
npos that have dgr status. However, a growing number 
of small, less-established npos are obtaining dgr status. 

other significant tax incentives include income tax 
exemption, fringe benefit tax and goods and services tax 
concessions. state revenue offices also offer various tax 
exemptions to charities including land tax, payroll tax and 
stamp duties. these can have a significant impact on the 
overall operational costs for an npo.

key obligations for nPos
existing regulatory frameworks all aim to ensure npos are 
being used for their not-for-profit purpose.5 npo regulators 
use three main mechanisms to encourage npos to safeguard 
against criminal misuse and terrorism financing:

• corporate governance requirements, which range from 
prescriptive frameworks to more risk-based approaches 
across the sector

• reporting requirements of financial and other activities 

• providing guidance and outreach, particularly to 
vulnerable npos.

corporate governance and reporting requirements also exist 
to help npos, regulators, law enforcement and the public 
detect potential misuse.

5 for the Acnc and Ato, demonstrating funds are used for their 
intended purpose is central to determining if an npo is entitled 
to registration or tax concessions.
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activity-based obligations
Based on the type of activity an npo engages in, they can be 
subject to further reporting requirements. for example:

• npos that work with young people may be required to 
ensure their staff and volunteers undertake a ‘working 
with children’ or criminal history check

• npos that undertake fundraising activities must apply for 
a licence and meet obligations to the relevant fundraising 
regulator.6

funding arrangements
organisations and government departments that 
provide funding to npos often have additional reporting 
requirements. for example, npos seeking funding from the 
department of foreign Affairs and trade (dfAt) must meet 
stringent accreditation requirements. other requirements 
may include additional reporting on how funds are spent, 
registration with the Acnc or membership of a peak body. 

Self-regulation 
the npo sector is acutely aware of the importance of public 
trust for its long-term sustainability. some npos choose to 
meet voluntary standards such as codes of conduct or ethical 
practice set by professional associations, peak bodies or 
other agencies. for example, npos that provide overseas aid 
may be members of the Australian council for international 
development (Acfid), and follow Acfid’s code of conduct.7

6 An npo that is fundraising in multiple jurisdictions must acquire 
all relevant licences and meet the requirements for each relevant 
authority.

7 details about Acfid and its code of conduct is available at: 
https://acfid.asn.au/about.
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The ATO administers tax concessions and obligations for NPOs 
including: determining entitlements to a range of charity tax 
concessions (including DGR status) and recognises certain 
other not-for-pro�t entities as tax exempt.

NPOs that are not charities can access tax concessions on a 
‘self-assessment’ basis and the ATO monitors compliance. 
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NPOs

190,000

State incorporated
associations

156,000

Unincorporated
associations

approx.

380,000

Non-distributed
co-operatives

800

CLGs

15,000
Registered charities

54,000

NPOs can operate under a range of legal structures. Companies limited by guarantee 
(CLGs), incorporated associations and non-distributing co-operatives have speci�c 
regulators while trusts and unincorporated associations are only regulated if they 
choose to register with the ATO and the ACNC.

Depending on the nature of the NPO operations,
di�erent regulatory requirements, functions
and powers may be applied.

 REGULATORY AND
ADMINISTRATIVE LANDSCAPE

The ACNC is Australia’s national regulator of charities and 
maintains a public register of charities.

To be entitled to be registered, an NPO must have a charitable 
purpose and be for the public bene�t as well as demonstrate 
that it meets minimum standards of governance.

There is no requirement for registration with the ACNC but it is 
the gateway to certain tax concessions.

ASIC is the national regulator responsible for oversight of the 
entities incorporated under the Corporations Act 2001. NPOs 
often incorporate with ASIC as companies limited by 
guarantee (CLG). 

If a CLG is registered with the ACNC it is required to comply 
with the ACNC governance standards and reporting 
requirements.

Each state and territory regulator enforces their own legislation 
and requirements regarding incorporated associations.

If these associations want to operate in more than one state they 
can either incorporate in all states they operate in, apply to ASIC 
to operate as an Australian Registered Body or change their legal 
structure to an entity regulated by the Commonwealth.

State authorities are generally responsible for regulating 
co-operatives too, however di�erent requirements apply.
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purpose and be for the public bene�t as well as demonstrate 
that it meets minimum standards of governance.

There is no requirement for registration with the ACNC but it is 
the gateway to certain tax concessions.
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structure to an entity regulated by the Commonwealth.
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Publicly-available information 
about nPos
A number of public registers contain information about npos 
(see below). this enables donors to ensure they are dealing 
with legitimate npos. the recent introduction of the Acnc 
‘charity tick’ will also help donors. the charity tick is a symbol 
that Acnc-registered charities can display to show their 
registration status.

inforMation aBout nPos 
aVailaBle through PuBlic 
regiSterS

Online public register NPO name Purposes Activities Address
Key 

personnel 
names

Financials Tax 
concessions

Acnc register

Australian Business 
register

Asic register of 
companies and 
organisations

office of the registrar of 
indigenous corporations 
register

Act incorporated 
associations

nsW incorporated 
Associations register 

nsW charitable 
fundraising

Queensland charity or 
association register

info available info not available some info available more info available on payment
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Online public register NPO name Purposes Activities Address
Key 

personnel 
names

Financials Tax 
concessions

Queensland charities and 
fundraising

south Australian charity 
licences

tasmanian incorporated 
Associations*

tasmanian charities

Victorian incorporated 
associations

consumer Affairs Victoria 
registered fundraisers 

WA Associations online

licenced charities in 
Western Australia

info available info not available some info available more info available on payment

* more information available for free form submission.
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“...npos hAve the Ability 
to rAise lArge Amounts 

of funds And move 
them offshore.  npos 

must ensure they hAve 
strAtegies in plACe to 

mitigAte terrorism 
finAnCing risks...”
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threAt

the key threAts fACing the npo seCtor Are lArgely frAud And theft of 
resourCes, with A low level of money lAundering Also deteCted. 

the extent of suspeCted terrorism finAnCing involving npos in AustrAliA is 
limited, but npos will remAin AttrACtive to AustrAliAn finAnCiers of terrorism 
And their AssoCiAtes As A ChAnnel to rAise lArge Amounts of funds And move 

them offshore.

Money laundering Terrorism financing

the threat of money laundering in Australia’s npo 
sector is assessed as medium. 

the threat of terrorism financing in the npo sector is 
assessed as medium.

Category of vulnerability Money laundering Terrorism financing

sophistication of methods used 

involvement of foreign criminals n/A

targeting by serious organised crime/terrorist groups 
(suspected or proven)

number of instances of ml/tf

exposure to predicate offences for ml n/A
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suspiCious mAtter 
reporting to 
AustrAC
smrs were one of several key data inputs used to inform 
the ‘threat’ rating. caution needs to be exercised when 
interpreting smrs. the recorded value in smrs may not 
necessarily relate to suspected criminal misuse or terrorism 
financing. smrs are considered to be indicative of behaviour 
and trends only, rather than conclusive in their own right. 

 
feedBack for rePorting entitieS 

A number of smrs were submitted after the reporting 
entity became aware of suspected criminal activity 
involving an npo or one of its key personnel. reporting 
entities are encouraged to regularly review and update 
transaction monitoring systems to ensure that suspicious 
financial activities are detected and reported to AustrAc 
as early as possible.

some smrs were highly detailed and showcased the 
analytical capabilities of reporting entities. these smrs 
outlined key information that helped build an intelligence 
picture of npo misuse. this included: 

• results of checks against public registers to determine 
the legitimacy of an npo

• details of customer salary credits or place of 
employment to determine a potential link to an npo. 
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the threAt of money lAundering in AustrAliA’s npo seCtor is Assessed As 
medium. this is primArily bAsed on suspiCious mAtter reporting, the number of 
investigAtions into prediCAte Crimes involving npos, And AneCdotAl insights 
from seCtor representAtives regArding levels of CriminAl exploitAtion. 

Between 2012 and 2016, there were 249 smrs submitted with a total value of approximately $57.8 million, for suspected criminal 
misuse involving an npo. this is significantly higher than the value of funds suspected or detected in criminal investigations for 
that same period (approximately $3.8 million). the lower amount of detected funds probably reflects the difficulty authorities face 
in tracing money trails—particularly once funds go offshore—and gathering evidence to pursue a money laundering prosecution. 
it can also be explained by under-reporting of suspected crime from parts of the sector.

  money lAundering

$57.8M*
in value

249*
reports submitted

36%
survey respondents suspect

they have experienced
criminal misuse

2*
733*

predicate crimes
investigations** money laundering

investigations**

249
reports submitted

$57.8M
in value

OFFENCE TYPES

Money laundering

O�ence against the Cwlth,
state or territory law

Tax evasion

Proceeds of crime

Not known

Person/agent not who
they claim to be

NUMBER

155
69

11
4
5
5

AMOUNT

$45.5M
$8.5M

$3M
$559,010
$2,686
$100

*   Statistics from 2012-2016

** A request for information was sent to 22 government and law enforcement agencies including state and territory NPO regulators,
    police services and crime commissions. These �gures represent data provided by 20 of these agencies. They re�ect the initiation of
    a case or investigation only. They do indicate a substantiation of criminal misuse. 
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under-rePorting of criMinal 
MiSuSe

Between 2012 and 2016, approximately 733 
investigations were initiated by NPO regulators and 
law enforcement agencies into allegations of criminal 
misuse involving an NPO. This is almost certainly an 
under-representation of actual misuse and reflects the 
reportedly high levels of under or non-reporting by 
NPOs to authorities. 

Under-reporting is due to a lack of awareness of 
appropriate reporting channels, perceived poor 
response by authorities, and fear of reputational 
damage. Some sector representatives stated NPOs are 
more likely to report misuse to their bank rather than 
police or a regulator.

npos As A vehiCle 
to lAunder 
money
npos are probably being used only to a limited extent to 
launder proceeds of crime on behalf of criminal entities. 
While money laundering was the most common suspected 
offence type reported in smrs in the last five years, this 
offence type is probably over-reported. reasons for this 
include:

• the nature of some legitimate npo financial activity 
resembles money laundering methods (also known as 
typologies). for example, npos regularly receive low-
value donations in cash, via electronic bank transfer 
or through online payment systems. this can appear 
as frequent deposits into a bank account, followed by 
large cash withdrawals or sporadic transfers to various 
accounts—on and offshore. While in most cases 
legitimate, this activity mirrors patterns seen in criminal 
cases. 

• third parties acting as agents on behalf of an npo 
may appear suspicious if their relationship to the npo 
is not known to the reporting entity. for example, an 
npo employee may make a number of legitimate cash 
deposits into the npo’s bank account. if the bank does 
not know that the transaction was conducted on behalf 
of the npo, this activity would appear highly suspicious.

While trusts are recognised as attractive money laundering 
vehicles, charitable trusts are subject to greater transparency 
requirements and regulation. this helps mitigate the risk of 
misuse and exploitation of obscure structures afforded by 
other trusts. this assessment identified one example of a 
charitable trust being used to avoid taxation obligations. 

prediCAte Crimes
fraud/theft
fraud and theft of resources are likely to be the primary 
threats facing the npo sector. of all investigations conducted 
by npo regulators and law enforcement agencies into 
suspected npo misuse between 2012 and 2016, nearly 
all related to fraud or theft of resources. this aligns with 
anecdotal reporting from sector representatives. other 
reasons for investigation included:

• falsifying documentation

• altering payee and payment amounts on cheques

• collusion among tenderers and falsifying quotes 
submitted in tender processes

• falsifying qualifications relating to scholarship 
applications 

• false invoicing and billing by partners and sub-
contractors.

offences are reportedly committed by npo personnel and 
affiliates at all levels - including senior executives, volunteers 
and partners (onshore and offshore) - and are largely 
opportunistic, involving simple financial methods. However, 
in some instances individuals have used more complex 
methods, such as multiple business and banking structures, 
to mask their activities.
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relative to the estimated size of the criminal economy, the 
value of funds attached to the above offences involving npos 
is very low. for suspected matters between 2012 and 2016, 
values ranged from $6,500 to $800,000 for each offence. in 
proven matters, the value totalled approximately $3.8 million 
for the same time period.

While these amounts are small compared with other financial 
crimes,8 they can have a significant impact depending on an 
npo’s size and the amount of money it handles.  

fake nPos

in 2016 alone, the Australian competition and consumer 
commission recorded 1,172 reports of fake npos that 
resulted in approximately $110,008 total public losses.9  
these figures reflect reported cases only. the actual value 
of public losses is almost certainly higher. 

 
cyber-enabled fraud
many large, well-established charities report that they are 
often the target of cyber-enabled fraud attacks by unknown 
persons external to their npo. Attacks primarily include 
‘phishing’10 and the use of ransomware11 to access funds or 
sensitive information held by the organisation. Although this 
threat has been apparent in the sector for several years, it has 
recently been growing in scale and sophistication, and the 
complexity is fast outgrowing preventative controls. 

8 organised fraud is estimated to cost $6.3 billion a year. Australian 
criminal intelligence commission, The costs of serious and 
organised crime in Australia 2013-14.

9 see https://www.scamwatch.gov.au/types-of-scams/fake-charities 
for up-to-date statistics regarding fake npos.

10 phishing is typically carried out by email or instant messaging, 
and often directs users to enter personal information at a fake 
website that looks and feels almost identical to the legitimate one. 
communications purporting to be from social websites, auction 
sites, banks, online payment processors or it administrators are 
often used to lure victims. phishing emails may contain links to 
websites that are infected with malware (malicious software).

11 ransomware is computer malware on a victim’s device. simple 
ransomware may lock the system and display a message 
requesting payment to unlock it. more advanced malware 
encrypts the victim’s files, making them inaccessible, and 
demands a ransom payment to decrypt them.

tax evasion
Between 2012 and 2016, eleven smrs were reported to 
AustrAc concerning suspected tax evasion through an npo. 
in these cases, complex and multilayered business structures 
were used to avoid detection. 

While volume of this activity is almost certainly low, law 
enforcement authorities report several suspected cases of 
individuals establishing an npo solely to minimise or evade 
tax obligations. the volume of npo fund flows to tax secrecy 
jurisdictions and financial hubs provides an opportunity to 
mask wealth as legitimate business transfers (see the section 
titled ‘links to high-risk countries’). 

Sector exPerienceS of criMinal 
MiSuSe – reSPonSeS to the 
national SurVey

”A person in charge of funds for a group of beneficiaries 
misappropriated funds for himself (country context we 
were working in has a lot of corruption). He publicly 
apologised to the community and admitted this 
wrongdoing, but there were no subsequent actions 
undertaken.” 

”excessive entitlement and use of travel and credit cards 
by individual involved with the charity.”

”tools and equipment left in country to be available for 
use on next visit, disappeared, believed stolen, and sold for 
funds for personal use. culprit/s reprimanded and advised 
no further assistance will be provided to him/them.”

”stealing of funds, offender not convicted and put on a 
diversion order.”

”funds being used extensively for 
the personAl benefit of members 

(one in pArtiCulAr). no ACtion 
tAken by Authorities.”

“the high level of cash payments was unexpected at a 
particular event and appropriate numbers of trained staff 
and physical controls were not planned for and applied. 
cash was stolen from a table where the entry fees were 
being collected.”
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Profiting from charitable funds

About the charity
A medium-sized charity that collects and donates 
blankets and clothing to the homeless, and provides 
personal development courses to young people.

Why ACNC got involved
A new board uncovered poor governance practices, 
which resulted in responsible persons profiting from the 
charity. these board members contacted and notified 
Acnc of the breach.

What action ACNC took
Acnc commenced an investigation and worked with 
the charity to determine how its charitable funds had 
been used. Acnc identified related-party transactions 
that were established to provide a private benefit. 
the investigation reviewed the current policies and 
procedures in the charity, especially those that protected 
the charity’s assets and funds, and recommended areas 
for improvement. 

What ACNC found
the charity’s responsible persons had in the past awarded 
contracts to related parties who were profiting from the 
charity’s activities. the charity’s actions demonstrated its 
responsible persons had not acted in the best interests 
of the charity, conflicts of interest were not declared or 
managed appropriately, and the charity’s finances were 
not managed responsibly.

What were the consequences?
the charity demonstrated a genuine commitment to 
working with Acnc to address areas of non-compliance. 
it removed the responsible persons who had allowed 
the poor governance and related-party transactions 
to occur. Acnc entered into a voluntary undertaking 
with the charity to improve its governance and financial 
management.

leSSonS for other nPos

npos must ensure conflicts of interest are declared and 
managed by responsible persons. npos must also ensure 
they have robust financial approval and expenditure 
processes, and that responsible persons are acting in the 
npos best interests at all times.

  acnc caSe Study
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the threAt of terrorism finAnCing in the npo seCtor is Assessed As medium. 
this is bAsed on the volume of suspiCious mAtter reporting to AustrAC, 
intelligenCe holdings And the number of npos identified during Counter-
terrorism investigAtions. 

While significant in the current terrorism financing environment, the value of suspected terrorism financing involving npos is low 
compared with the economic size of the sector. this highlights the importance of identifying the subset of high-risk npos, rather 
than looking at the issue through a broad sector-wide lens.

  terrorism finAnCing

$5.6M*
in value

28*
SMRs submitted

2%
survey respondents suspect

they have experienced
terrorism �nancing

3*
3*

counter-terrorism
investigations

involving an NPO terrorism �nancing
investigations

3.4%
of all TF-related

SMRs

Terrorism �nancing SMRs with direct link to NPOs (2016 only)

8
NPOs

11
SMRs submitted

22%
of total value of TF-related

SMRs

* Statistics from 2012-2016
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npos are increasingly identified as directly or indirectly linked 
to individuals under investigation for terrorism offences. 
However, whether the npo is being misused for terrorism 
financing is difficult to determine. this assessment has also 
identified a number of npos assessed to be potentially at 
higher risk of terrorism financing (see Higher-risk terrorism 
financing subset on page 42).

the relatively small number of specific npo cases reflects 
the complexity in investigating and prosecuting terrorism 
financing matters more generally.12 it also reflects Australia’s 
broader counter-terrorism strategy of disruption, which 
gives priority to the most effective tools available to prevent 
or disrupt a particular terrorist threat. this can include 
prosecuting an individual for non-terrorism-related offences 
when there is insufficient evidence to support a terrorism-
related charge. 

 
inVeStigating and ProSecuting 
terroriSM financing - a 
challenging taSk

Authorities face challenges in investigating and 
prosecuting cases of suspected terrorism financing. for 
offshore funds flows, lines of enquiry can be slow and not 
produce clear and usable results.

With respect to both domestic and overseas 
investigations, proving intent or recklessness on the part 
of the alleged terrorism financier can be difficult. for 
offshore funds flows, this is particularly the case when 
money is sent to overseas organisations that deliver 
legitimate humanitarian aid and social services as well as 
engage in terrorist activities. 

12 since 2014, five individuals have been found guilty of terrorism 
financing offences, including foreign incursions offences relating 
to financing another person to engage hostile activities in a 
foreign country.

in known and suspected instances of terrorism financing, 
npos have primarily been used to raise funds in Australia 
and transfer money offshore (via banking and remittance 
channels), for individuals or terrorist groups engaged in 
foreign conflict. in most cases, donors probably believe 
they are contributing to a legitimate cause. funds are 
then suspected to be diverted by senior npo personnel to 
finance offshore terrorist activity, or are siphoned by local 
offshore terrorist groups. in some instances, individuals have 
demonstrated a moderate level of sophistication including:

• deliberate and prolonged attempts to infiltrate three 
separate npos by three different individuals—once in 
a position of trust, funds were diverted to support or 
finance terrorism activity

• use of multiple bank accounts and conduit countries to 
layer and disguise money movements

• use of online platforms to solicit funds, taking advantage 
of the anonymity and global reach to potential donors 
these platforms offer

• use of informal value transfer systems such as ‘hawala’ that 
are difficult to detect and regulate.

it is assessed as unlikely that npos are currently being used to 
raise funds for domestic terrorist activity. However, this could 
change as Australia’s threat environment continues to evolve.

Between 2012 and 2016, there were 28 smrs submitted with 
a total value of $5.6 million (with an average value of over 
$200,000 per smr). While significant in the terrorism financing 
environment, this is a small amount compared with the 
sector’s overall income during the same period. 

While npos were linked to only three per cent of all terrorism 
financing-related smrs submitted to AustrAc in 2016, 
those reports amounted to 22 per cent of the total value of 
terrorism financing-related smrs. this indicates the misuse 
of npos is limited in extent, but the channel continues to 
be attractive to financiers of terrorism because npos have 
the capacity to raise and move large amounts of funds (as 
demonstrated in the average value of terrorism financing-
related smrs). 

 
fake nPos raiSing terroriSM 
fundS

fake npos generally appear or ‘pop up’ after a natural 
disaster or the outbreak of an overseas conflict. social 
media and crowdfunding platforms are sometimes used 
to solicit donations and raise funds. individual fundraisers 
exploit unwitting donors’ good intentions and at times 
specifically target certain ethnically diverse communities. 
in these instances, funds are almost always transferred 
offshore to support an overseas conflict or assist 
Australian foreign fighters. 
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  acnc caSe Study

charity revoked by acnc

About the charity
A medium-sized charity that provides humanitarian aid 
and relief in a country considered high risk for terrorism 
financing. the charity had three responsible persons who 
were immediate family members. 

Why ACNC got involved
Acnc wanted to ensure that the funds sent overseas to 
high-risk areas were being used for charitable purposes 
and not vulnerable to misuse, including the potential for 
terrorism financing.

What action ACNC took
Acnc commenced an investigation into the charity. it 
examined the charity’s activities and the controls it had 
in place to protect its charitable funds and assets both in 
Australia and overseas.

What ACNC found
the Acnc investigation found significant deficiencies in 
the charity’s governance. this included:

• the charity had no mechanisms to monitor or protect 
funds and assets once they left Australia

• financial affairs were not managed responsibly

• appropriate records were not kept

• the responsible persons had not exercised due 
diligence into overseas partners.

What were the consequences?
the charity’s registration was revoked. Acnc determined 
that there had been a serious breach of governance 
standards and record keeping. While the charity made 
some efforts to improve its systems and processes, it was 
not able to satisfy Acnc that its charitable funds were 
adequately protected.

leSSonS for other nPos

npos should ensure their funds and assets are monitored 
and secure. this includes funds being sent overseas and 
when working through partners. npos need to have 
effective policies and processes in place, including strong 
financial controls, and exercise a high degree of due 
diligence and ongoing monitoring of overseas partners, 
staff, volunteers and contractors. 
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higher-risk terrorism finAnCing subset 
- meeting internAtionAl requirements

LEGAL STRUCTURE

59% incorporated associations

22% public company

8% other unincorporated entity

MAIN PURPOSE OF THEIR ACTIVITY

80% ‘service’ oriented

20% ‘expressive’ (almost all are ‘religion’ 
related)

NUMBER OF YEARS IN OPERATION

57% 1-4 years        10% < 20 years

14% 10-20 years           10% 5-9 years

8% > 1 year

SIZE (BASED ON ANNUAL TURNOVER)

39% small          16% medium

20% large        24% unknown

76%
NSW

2% WA

20% VIC

2% QLD

LOCATION OF OPERATIONS IN AUSTRALIA

(registered address of the organisation)

INTERNATIONAL AND/OR 
DOMESTIC OPERATIONS

33% domestic only

33% international

35% unknown/unable to be 
determined

71%
linked to one
or more TTR

55%
linked to one
or more IFTI

report

55%
linked to one
or more SMR
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international Aml/ctf standards require countries to 
identify the subset of npos which, due to their activities or 
characteristics, are likely to be at risk of terrorism financing 
abuse. focusing on the subset most at risk, instead of 
the whole sector, is intended to enable a targeted and 
proportionate response to outreach and monitoring. it also 
recognises that not all npos are inherently high risk and 
some may represent little or no risk. 

this assessment identified a number of npos considered 
to be potentially at higher risk of terrorism financing due 
to indicators of misuse in financial and other intelligence 
holdings. these npos were examined to identify common 
characteristics and indicators of vulnerability. the results 
represent a baseline assessment that can be updated as 
required, particularly as Australia’s threat environment 
evolves. in addition, the npos identified in this subset will be 
investigated to determine whether further action is required. 

 
characteriSticS of the SuBSet 
of auStralian nPos at riSk of 
terroriSM financing aBuSe

in Australia, npos that may be at higher risk of terrorism 
financing are more likely to be:

• a legal entity (there is no evidence that sham npos are 
being established)

• an incorporated association

• small (low annual turnover)

• based mainly in nsW

• relatively newly established

• service oriented

• linked to at least one large cash transaction 

• linked to at least one international transfer into or out 
of Australia – with a high likelihood that ifti activity will 
involve a high- risk terrorism financing country

• linked to one or more smr. 

nearly one quarter (22 per cent) of npos in the higher-risk 
subset did not have a footprint (that is, any recording) in 
AustrAc holdings. this may be due to these entities:

• handling small amounts of cash (that is, below the 
Aud10,000 reporting threshold to AustrAc)

• using electronic payment systems to move funds 
domestically (that is, not captured by reporting to 
AustrAc unless a suspicion is raised or AustrAc has 
requested this information from a reporting entity)

• moving funds offshore outside regulated mainstream 
banking and remittance channels

• using personal banking accounts instead of business 
accounts held in the npo’s name. 

LEGAL STRUCTURE

59% incorporated associations

22% public company

8% other unincorporated entity

MAIN PURPOSE OF THEIR ACTIVITY

80% ‘service’ oriented

20% ‘expressive’ (almost all are ‘religion’ 
related)

NUMBER OF YEARS IN OPERATION

57% 1-4 years        10% < 20 years

14% 10-20 years           10% 5-9 years

8% > 1 year

SIZE (BASED ON ANNUAL TURNOVER)

39% small          16% medium

20% large        24% unknown

76%
NSW

2% WA

20% VIC

2% QLD

LOCATION OF OPERATIONS IN AUSTRALIA

(registered address of the organisation)

INTERNATIONAL AND/OR 
DOMESTIC OPERATIONS

33% domestic only

33% international

35% unknown/unable to be 
determined

71%
linked to one
or more TTR

55%
linked to one
or more IFTI

report

55%
linked to one
or more SMR
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“...the nAture of the 
npo seCtor mAkes 
trAnspArenCy And 

ACCountAbility of the 
end-to-end funding 

CyCle extremely 
ChAllenging, exposing 

npos to signifiCAnt 
vulnerAbility...”
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the only notAble differenCe between money lAundering And terrorism 
finAnCing vulnerAbilities relAtes to links with high-risk Countries. npos 

linked to high-risk terrorism or terrorism finAnCing Countries (either 
ConduCting operAtions or sending funds to these Countries) Are slightly 

more vulnerAble to misuse, pArtiCulArly in the terrorism finAnCing Context 
where smAll sums of money CAn CAuse high levels of hArm.

 

Money laundering Terrorism financing

it is assessed that the npo sector carries a medium 
vulnerability to money laundering. 

it is assessed that the npo sector carries a medium 
vulnerability to terrorism financing.

Category of vulnerability Money laundering Terrorism financing

prevention measures

regulation

national cooperation and coordination

links to high-risk countries

transparency and accountability of money movements

vulnerAbilities
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npo understAnding of CriminAl misuse And 
terrorism finAnCing risks vAries signifiCAntly 
ACross the seCtor. the CApACity of npos to 
effeCtively respond to risks likewise vAries - 
how An orgAnisAtion proteCts itself from 
misuse is often tied to its Culture. 

ACross the seCtor there is An over-reliAnCe 
on trusted relAtionships. the types And 
extent of due diligenCe ConduCted on 
key personnel, volunteers, pArtners And 
benefiCiAries should be strengthened. 

understanding of risk
understanding of risk varies significantly across the 
sector. large and more established npos generally better 
understand their risks and can employ more robust risk 
mitigation frameworks. on the other hand, small and medium 
organisations can have stronger internal oversight and 
control of their daily activities, which allows them to detect 
suspicious behaviour. most, but not all, npos operating 
internationally review their activities and assess their risks on 
a regular basis. 

the sophistication of risk mitigation frameworks and 
strategies npos have in place also varies significantly. it 
depends largely on an npo’s risk appetite and whether they 
have sufficient resources to implement appropriate controls. 
for many small-to-medium npos, provision of staff training 
and support to increase risk awareness is inconsistent. for 
most npos, the high turnover of volunteer staff impacts the 
continuity of training and risk awareness. 

underStanding and Mitigating 
riSk 

the following statistics provide an indicator of how well npos 
understand their obligations, and whether they have the right 
systems in place to mitigate the risk of misuse. self-reporting 
by npos that have experienced misuse largely aligns with 
findings from compliance activity by the Acnc or Ato. 
generally, the most common reasons for misuse or adverse 
compliance action relate to poor financial management and 
controls, and insufficient due diligence.

01    PreVention MeaSureS

Category of vulnerability Money laundering Terrorism financing

understanding of criminal misuse and terrorism financing risk

due diligence and probity checks

RESULTS OF NATIONAL SURVEY
How did criminal misuse/terrorist �nancing occur?

ATO  investigations* ACNC investigations

Excessive
trust

Poor �nancial
controls

Insu�cient
due dilligence

Inappropriate
oversight

Weak
governance

44% 37% 31% 31% 25%

COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATIONS 2014-16

ACNC CHARITY REVOCATIONS: 28

206 investigations

92% cases requiring
regulatory action/advice

177 investigations

67% cases requiring
regulatory action/advice

Failure to have appropriate 
�nancial management & controls

Failure to ensure necessary care
& due diligence

Failure to pursue charitable purposes

Failure to keep written operational records

Failure to keep written �nancial records

82% 61%

54%

43%
71%

*These cases represent income tax reviews and audits of NPOs and does not re�ect the full
   range of compliance action undertaken by the ATO for the population.
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MiSconcePtionS of terroriSM 
financing riSk 

there are common misconceptions that only npos 
involved in overseas activities are vulnerable to terrorism 
financing. this view does not recognise the vulnerabilities 
domestic npos face that have strong communal links 
to high-risk countries. these npos can be at higher risk, 
wittingly or otherwise, of supporting or funding foreign 
fighters and violent extremism in Australia.

there are also common misconceptions that small 
npos carry a lower risk of misuse due to low amounts of 
fundraising. However, in the terrorism financing context, 
only small amounts of money are required to cause 
high levels of harm. small npos with limited capacity 
to identify and mitigate risks may also be vulnerable to 
exploitation.

Responses to national survey
“low risk - no transactions with overseas parties.”

“we only deAl with loCAl people 
And orgAnisAtions so terrorist 
orgAnisAtions present little or  
no risk.”

“Australia is not known for terrorist activity.”

“low income, low risk.”

“most donations are less than $200.”

 
due diligence and probity 
checks
most npos report they conduct some level of due diligence 
on employees and volunteers. However, few npos conduct 
checks that would identify criminal conduct. often the level 
of due diligence conducted on employees and volunteers 
depends on the nature of the individual’s role within the 
organisation and their access to information, finances or 
beneficiaries. senior staff and those with more financial 
responsibilities are generally subject to greater due diligence 
checks.

fewer organisations apply the same level of due diligence 
to contractors, partners and beneficiaries. the oversight 
and control over third parties also varies depending on the 
regulatory scheme an npo falls under.

for example, organisations that receive dfAt funding 
are subject to stringent accreditation and reporting 
requirements. However, for organisations operating overseas, 
due diligence on offshore partners and beneficiaries can be 
extremely challenging because:

• access to timely and accurate information can be 
impeded by language or cultural barriers, local conflict, 
political instability or natural disaster

• smaller charities often rely on third-party due diligence or 
probity reports because they do not have the resources 
to conduct in-person visits

• overseas partners may also partner with, or sub-contract 
to, other individuals/groups outside the control and 
visibility of the Australian npo.

 
what iS the aPProPriate leVel 
of due diligence?

the capacity to conduct appropriate due diligence 
checks is compounded by the large number of 
individuals involved in the npo sector. it is Australia’s 
second-largest employer: in 2015, approximately 4 million 
people worked or volunteered for a charity (figures for 
the entire npo sector would be higher).

At a minimum, organisations should check their 
contractors, partners and beneficiaries against Australia’s 
list of terrorist organisations and the dfAt consolidated 
list (see below). 

List of terrorist organisations
the Australian national security website at 
nationalsecurity.gov.au provides an up-to-date list of the 
relevant names and aliases of listed terrorist organisations 
under the criminal code.

Consolidated list
dfAt maintains a list of all persons and entities subject 
to targeted financial sanctions or travel bans under 
Australian sanctions laws (available at dfat.gov.au). 

listings for targeted financial sanctions are distinct from 
listings under the criminal code and impose separate 
legal obligations. it is a serious criminal offence making 
assets of any kind, including funds, available to a listed 
person or entity, or to use or deal with a listed person or 
entity’s assets. 
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SMrs linked to key nPo 
PerSonnel

to better understand the extent of potential misuse of an 
npo by key personnel, analysis was conducted on all smrs 
submitted to AustrAc between 2012 and 2016 that were 
linked to responsible persons of charities or npo directors. 

during this period, 1,795 smrs were submitted with a total 
value of $596 million. While some of these reports probably 
relate to personal financial transactions (as opposed to 
transactions conducted on behalf of the npo), these 
individuals may pose a risk to the integrity of the npo sector. 

key features of these reports include:

• some key personnel are suspected to be avoiding 
reporting obligations, using fake identity documents and 
engaging in unusual gambling activity. 

• some key personnel may be using personal bank 
accounts to conduct financial transactions on behalf of 
the npo.

• most key personnel reside in new south Wales and 
Victoria. 

• in 2015, the value of smrs increased sharply. the value 
again increased in 2016, despite the number of reports 
dropping significantly. the reason for this shift to fewer 
but higher-value reports is unclear and further analysis is 
required to identify relevant implications for industry and 
the npo sector. 

$596M
in value

1,795
SMRs submitted

0 $50 million $100 million $150 million $200 million

2012

2013

2014

2016

2015

Most key personnel reside in
NSW and VIC 

These individuals pose a risk
to the NPO sector

Some key personnel are suspected to be avoiding reporting obligations,
using fake identity documents and engaging in unusual gambling activity. 

TREND ANALYSIS

2015
Drop in number of
reports submitted,

increase in
value
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the level of oversight And CApACity to 
effeCtively monitor npos vAries signifiCAntly 
ACross different regulAtors. these 
differenCes Are Compounded by the size of 
the seCtor And gAps in Current regulAtory 
frAmeworks thAt leAve some npos open to 
misuse. 

it is possible to estAblish And operAte A shAm 
npo. despite this, there is no evidenCe thAt 
shAm npos hAve been estAblished for the 
sole purpose of terrorism finAnCing. 

domestic regulatory landscape 
the regulatory landscape is multi-layered operating 
across commonwealth, state and territory requirements. 
this can cause uncertainty for members of the public in 
terms of knowing where best to report. Various regulatory 
requirements may also lead to the shifting of npo resources 
and responsibility to meet various requirements.

the following gaps leave some npos open to misuse:

• Limited third-party oversight and supervision. While 
most npos are required to fulfil some form of financial 
reporting obligation, many only self-assess governance 
arrangements, risk mitigation and control strategies, and 
are not subject to independent oversight.

• The lack of a consistent national framework provides 
opportunities for non-compliant npos to move between 
different jurisdictions to avoid detection. it also results in 
inconsistent levels of outreach and support for vulnerable 
npos.

• Exemptions for many religious NPOs. for example, 
religious npos do not require a fundraising licence in 
most jurisdictions, and ‘basic religious charities’13 do not 
need to comply with the Acnc governance standards.

• Limited international reach. legislation relating to 
international fraud and corruption does not provide 
agencies with a strong reach outside Australia. this limits 
capacity to ensure appropriate controls are in place with 
foreign partners of Australian npos, address breaches, or 
investigate suspected criminal activity that occurs outside 
Australia.

As was noted in the discussion on Australia’s Aml/ctf 
framework, AustrAc does not directly regulate the npo 
sector. requirements for supervision and monitoring 
of npos potentially at risk of money laundering and 
terrorism financing is mitigated in the following ways: 

• counter-terrorism authorities are attuned to npo 
vulnerabilities and engage with npos as required

• Acnc conducts specific outreach on terrorism 
financing risks and is looking to develop external 
conduct standards for registered charities operating 
outside Australia.

• transaction reporting, particularly on suspicious 
matters, to AustrAc provides a reasonable degree of 
visibility over financial activity that is used to monitor 
npos and provide intelligence leads.

 

13 A basic religious charity is defined in section 205 of the ACNC Act 
2012. it is a registered charity with the sole purpose of advancing 
religion. it cannot be an incorporated association and cannot 
receive $100,000 or more in government grants.

02     regulation

Category of vulnerability Money laundering Terrorism financing

domestic regulatory landscape
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the coSt of coMPliance

every year, registered charities spend a combined $35 
million to meet regulatory requirements.14 While the 
importance of strong compliance regimes cannot be 
understated, npos must balance administrative costs 
with public expectation that funds will be used on 
program delivery. 

Acnc recognises the financial and resource implications 
of the complex regulatory landscape and is leading a 
program of work to:

• reduce administrative red-tape for charities

• harmonise reporting requirements across the sector

• improve coordination of regulatory and law 
enforcement responses. 

Visit Acnc’s website for further information: www.acnc.gov.au

lack of coMPulSory 
regiStration

npos are not required to register at either the 
commonwealth or state/territory level unless they are 
incorporated or conduct fundraising activities. the 
commonwealth does not have specific legislative power 
under the Australian constitution that enables it to 
regulate the npo sector. it may therefore not be possible 
to introduce a compulsory registration scheme for all 
npos at the commonwealth level without a referral of 
legislative power from the states. However, there may 
be scope to rely on the external affairs power under the 
Australian constitution to introduce additional regulatory 
requirements for npos operating overseas, or whose 
Australian operations have an impact overseas.

 
Peak BodieS

some peak bodies play a role in reducing the risk of npo 
misuse. some provide recommendations for best practice, 
while others require members to meet a code of conduct. 
However, membership is voluntary and there is no uniform 
standard of governance requirements. coverage of relevant 
npos can also be patchy. for example, only a limited number 
of npos involved in international aid and development 
activities are members of Acfid.15 

14 deloitte Access economics, cutting red tape report, 2016.

15 Approximately 3,190 charities report sending funds overseas for 
aid and development, but only 130 are Acfid members. 

fake nPos

fake npos conducting online fundraising campaigns 
can pose a particular problem for regulators. 
individuals generally use a fake name and seek to 
avoid oversight and reporting required of legitimate 
npos. While fundraising licences are required in 
most jurisdictions—including for online fundraising 
activities—non-compliance is high. regulators often 
do not have the necessary resources to effectively 
monitor and enforce licencing requirements. 

for donors, public information to confirm the 
legitimacy of a fundraising appeal is limited, 
increasing their risk of unwittingly donating to a 
fraudulent cause.

the recent introduction of the Acnc ‘charity tick’ will 
help the public identify registered charities. 

eStaBliShing a ‘ShaM nPo’

According to sector representatives it is possible to 
establish sham npos under the current regulatory 
landscape and can be difficult to detect or discern from a 
legitimate npo. With respect to criminal misuse, the risk 
posed by sham npos is partly mitigated by the challenge 
of soliciting large amounts of public funds.

Responses to the national survey
“it is very easy to set up a legitimate legal structure which 
can subsequently be used for nefarious purposes.”

“A sham organization may find it quite easy to get ‘lost’ in 
the myriad of non-profits already established…and not 
everyone can be microscopically examined.”

“it is easy to establish a company and charity and deceive 
the community because transparency is often lost in 
terms of knowing who actually receives the benefit of 
funds.”

“most of the controls currently in place depend on 
unaudited paper trails not face-to-face investigation.”
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the CApACity to proACtively deteCt And 
disrupt high-risk npos is improving, 
pArtiCulArly in relAtion to terrorism 
finAnCing mAtters. however, informAtion 
exChAnge And CooperAtion between 
regulAtors, lAw enforCement And nAtionAl 
seCurity AgenCies CAn be improved.

eArly deteCtion of terrorism finAnCing 
ACtivity requires timely And ongoing 
informAtion shAring Among industry, 
AustrAC And nAtionAl seCurity AgenCies, 
And support by npo regulAtors And npos 
themselves where AppropriAte.

With regard to terrorism and terrorism financing matters, law 
enforcement and national security agencies have in place 
effective cooperation and coordination protocols. these are 
underpinned by a sound enabling legislative framework, 
particularly for information sharing. However, understanding 
of the npo regulatory landscape could be improved. While 
Acnc is increasingly involved in disruption activities involving 
npos, cooperation with other npo regulators (including 
states and territories) may assist proactive identification of 
high-risk npos, as well as alternative targeting strategies. 

regarding criminal misuse of npos, information exchange 
and cooperation between npo regulators and law 
enforcement agencies could be strengthened. While some 
state/territory agencies have well-established and functional 
working relationships, information sharing often depends 
on informal relationships rather than formal instruments. 
information exchange and cooperation work best when 
supported by a broad-based enabling legislative framework 
that clearly identifies and authorises the agencies and types 
of information that can be exchanged.

through innovative and collaborative strategies like the 
national disruption group (ndg) and fintel Alliance, 
new avenues for information exchange and cooperation 
between law enforcement and non-traditional law 
enforcement partners are being realised. 

national diSruPtion grouP

the ndg brings together the Australian federal police 
and its partner agencies to coordinate operational 
disruption activities nationally and internationally. this 
aims to counter the enduring threat posed by foreign 
fighters. 

the ndg includes a diversion team. it consolidates 
the capabilities of participating agencies to prevent, 
disrupt and prosecute Australian nationals who travel or 
intend to travel offshore to engage in hostilities and/or 
undertake terrorism training, as well as those providing 
support to them.

the ndg is a world-leading example of alternative 
disruption strategies and unique collaboration among 
a wide range of government agencies, including non-
traditional law enforcement and national security 
partners.

fintel alliance

led by AustrAc, fintel Alliance is a world-first private-
public partnership to combat money laundering and 
terrorism financing. it combines expertise and skills from 
AustrAc, law enforcement, national security, regulatory, 
academia and private sector partners, to allow timely 
sharing of actionable intelligence. 

03      national cooPeration and  
        coordination

Category of vulnerability Money laundering Terrorism financing

national cooperation and coordination
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only A relAtively smAll number of npos 
operAte in high-risk Countries for terrorism 
finAnCing, or in AustrAliAn Communities 
with strong links to those Countries. 
however, these npos mAy be more vulnerAble 
to Attempted misuse by terrorism finAnCiers 
or their AssoCiAtes.

npo funds flows with tAx seCreCy 
jurisdiCtions Are higher thAn expeCted And 
require further AnAlysis to be understood.

 
rating thiS Section 

this assessment considers a high-risk country as one that 
has weak measures to combat money laundering and 
terrorism financing. for money laundering, this includes 
known tax secrecy jurisdictions. for terrorism financing, 
this includes countries that are in conflict and post-
conflict situations, as well as known conduit countries for 
terrorism fund flows. 

in rating high-risk countries, only ACNC-registered 
charities were considered. Acnc is the only npo 
regulator that systematically captures information 
regarding an npo’s overseas activities. Visibility of 
overseas activities of the remaining npo population 
varies, but the figure is probably low. 

the ‘value of funds sent to high-risk countries’ risk factor 
considered funds flows of all npos captured under the 
Ato regulatory scheme (approximately 193,000 npos). 
this analysis helped identify npos who may be engaging 
in some type of overseas activity. 

04    linkS to high-riSk countrieS

Category of vulnerability Money laundering Terrorism financing

operations in high-risk countries (compared with overall sector)

communal or family ties to high-risk countries n/A

Value of funds sent to high-risk countries

427 NPOs operating in high-risk ML countries

558
Inward IFTIs from high-risk

ML countries

$57 million
in total value

with

1,005
Outward IFTIs to high-risk

ML countries

$46 million
in total value

with

3.4% of overall NPO IFTIs
0.18% of all IFTI activity to/from high-risk ML countries

1402 NPOs operating in high-risk TF countries

405
Inward IFTIs from high-risk

TF countries

$5 million
in total value

with

2,274
Outward IFTIs to high-risk

TF countries

$23 million
in total value

with

0.9% of overall NPO IFTIs
0.16% of all IFTI activity to/from high-risk TF countries
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operations in high-risk 
terrorism financing countries
less than three per cent of all registered charities operate in 
a high-risk terrorism financing country. even fewer receive 
government funding to deliver aid in these regions. While 
this comprises a very small proportion of the npo sector, 
these entities face significant terrorism financing risks. 
operations are often in remote areas or in the aftermath of a 
natural disaster, or are in countries with high crime rates or 
fragile regions in conflict or post-conflict situations. effective 
controls are often not in place to ensure local authorities have 
adequate oversight of operations. 

in recent years, there has been an increase in the number of 
small, less sophisticated npos working in high-risk countries. 
these entities may not have the expertise and tools necessary 
to mitigate risks of misuse.

npos operating in countries where the following 
conditions prevail are highly vulnerable to misuse of 
funds for fraud and corruption:

• widespread use of cash and the absence of a proper 
banking system

• cultural and political values/customs that view 
bribery and corruption as routine in transactional 
relations

• in conflict zones, armed factions including terrorist 
groups impose ‘taxes’ or extort money for safe 
passage and to allow local npos to operate

• ineffective policing and court systems.

communal or family ties to 
high-risk terrorism financing 
countries
less than one per cent of npos operate in Australian 
communities that have strong links to high-risk countries 
for terrorism financing. of these, only a very small number 
are believed to be raising funds from the community and 
sending money offshore. further analysis is underway to 
identify these entities to target appropriate education and 
outreach to mitigate the risk of exploitation. possible ways 
these npos could be targeted include:

• individuals request the npo raise and/or send funds 
to affiliates or family located in a high-risk country for 
legitimate aid. the npo facilitates the transfer in good 
faith. once in-country, the funds are diverted and used to 
finance terrorist activity.

• individuals might coerce, extort or mislead the npo to 
raise and/or transfer funds to support or finance terrorist 
activity in the high-risk country.

• the npo provides support (funds or resources) to an 
individual who then uses the funds to support or finance 
terrorist activity or violent extremism. 
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Value of funds sent to high-risk 
countries 

terroriSM financing

npos send and receive a significant amount of money to 
countries at high-risk for terrorism financing. in 2016, this 
figure was approximately $28 million. Based on the threat 
assessment earlier in this report, most of these funds are 
assessed as legitimate. 

While this amount is less than one per cent of all Australian 
fund flows with these countries,16 in the current terrorism 
financing context it provides a large amount of funds 
in which money intended for terrorist purposes can be 
concealed (for example through commingling). these funds 
are also vulnerable to diversion or siphoning for terrorism 
financing once they reach these high-risk environments. 

Money laundering

in 2016, $103 million was transferred between Australian 
npos and tax secrecy jurisdictions. this is less than one per 
cent of all fund flows to these jurisdictions and is probably 
consistent with the relatively small number of npos who 
report activities in these countries (427).17 

However, the value of fund flows involving some tax secrecy 
jurisdictions is disproportionately high and greater than 
expected. this suggests that either some npos are not 
reporting their overseas activities to Acnc, or a number of 
tax-exempt npos are sending funds to tax havens.

16 this figure does not represent funds sent to high-risk terrorism 
financing countries via conduit countries or financial hubs, or 
undeclared cross-border movement of cash. given anecdotal 
reporting of both activities by sector representatives, the figure is 
likely to be slightly higher.

17 the number of npos operating in tax secrecy jurisdictions is 
probably higher. data of overseas activities is only available for 
npos registered with Acnc. 

Analysis of the governance structures of npos operating 
in tax secrecy jurisdictions also identified the following 
concerns: 

• 50 claim to be basic religious charities. these entities are 
exempt from financial reporting to Acnc and are not 
required to comply with the Acnc governance standards. 

• 40 operate with only one or two responsible persons. in 
these circumstances there is limited to no accountability. 
this perhaps suggests the charity is being used as a 
vehicle to conceal wealth or launder illicit funds. 

the volume of npo funds flowing through global financial 
hubs is significant. most transactions are almost certainly 
legitimate, as use of financial hubs is routine business. 
However, the sheer volume of funds flowing through these 
centres can create a permissive environment to mask wealth 
and commingle illicit funds with legitimate business transfers. 

 
oVerSeaS charitieS Project

Acnc reviewed 7,673 charities that reported either 
overseas activities or sending funds overseas in 2014. in 
collaboration with AustrAc, the review aimed to identify 
anomalies in financial or overseas activity reporting 
to Acnc. the review identified concerns with 129 
charities—many were sending funds to, or operating in, a 
high-risk country. Acnc undertook targeted outreach to 
ensure these charities were protecting their funds from 
misuse once sent offshore. Acnc was satisfied that most 
of the charities had appropriate mitigation strategies 
in place; however, 10 charities were subject to further 
review. 
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the nAture of the npo seCtor mAkes 
trAnspArenCy And ACCountAbility of 
the end-to-end funding CyCle extremely 
ChAllenging, exposing npos to signifiCAnt 
vulnerAbility. 

 
how do nPoS tranSfer fundS?

Based on ifti reporting to AustrAc, nearly all npos use 
mainstream banking channels to send and receive funds 
offshore. However, use of other channels may be higher 
than reflected in AustrAc information. According to 
the national survey, one quarter of respondents report 
using crowdfunding, online payment platforms or cash 
couriering as the primary source for transferring funds 
either domestically or overseas. these channels are 
considered to be higher risk because they are difficult to 
monitor, and irregular or illicit transactions are hard to 
detect.

A number of factors limit visibility of the funding cycle:

• the cash-intensive nature of the sector

• internal controls that cannot accurately account for 
what resources have been stored and where—the 
identity of the source of funds can become mixed and 
lost in a consolidated bank account, which can create 
opportunities for introducing and commingling illicit 
funds.

• limited visibility of funds once they leave Australia, 
especially transfers to high-risk countries or where poor 
Aml/ctf regimes exist

• reliance on local partners to expend resources or deliver 
programs, particularly in high-risk countries or where 
poor Aml/ctf regimes exist, as they may not have 
appropriate or robust systems and controls in place to 
counter corruption, criminal misuse or siphoning of 
funds to terrorist groups—however, local partners may 
be the only people who can reach the most vulnerable 
individuals and communities for whom funds are 
intended

• limited oversight of in-country program delivery for npos 
operating overseas—this can be exacerbated when there 
are multiple implementing partners and language or 
cultural barriers. 

A lists of vulnerabilities and ‘red flags’ for potential misuse, as 
well as suggested mitigation measures at each stage of the 
funding cycle can be found on page 57.

05      tranSParency and accountaBility  
         of Money MoVeMentS

Category of vulnerability Money laundering Terrorism financing

collection of resources 

retention of resources

transfer of resources

expenditure of resources

delivery of programs
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the depth of transparency and accountability an npo has 
over its funding cycle is not necessarily dictated by its size. An 
npo’s ability to detect financial fraud or misuse is more likely 
to depend on its understanding of risks associated with its 
operating environment. for example:

• small npos who use tight and trusted networks (onshore 
and offshore) may have better visibility of their end-
to-end funding cycle, but often cannot afford external 
financial or program audits

• large and established npos usually have mature internal 
accounting and auditing practices, but anomalous or 
suspicious transfers may be easily masked amid the 
volume of financial transactions

• international npos usually have strong risk frameworks 
to assess partner integrity, but in high-risk operating 
environments even the most robust systems cannot 
mitigate all risk.

 

uSe of caSh

the npo sector is inherently cash intensive. in many 
cases, cash is the main or only resource available at the 
collection and expenditure stages: for example, getting 
resources on the ground following a major disaster or 
failed state. 

Anecdotally, bank de-risking of npos (where banks 
have closed down business with an npo) has also led 
to some entities carrying cash to legitimate partners or 
beneficiaries overseas, including into high-risk countries. 
cBm reporting below, while small in number, shows 
reasonably significant cash amounts (almost $40,000 on 
average) moved out of Australia. 

AustrAc uses ttr and cBm reporting to analyse trends 
in the use of cash. ttrs demonstrate domestic money 
movements, while cBm reports demonstrate cross-border 
money movements. 

the value of ttrs illustrates the cash-intensive nature of 
the sector. the recent decrease in ttr reporting is largely 
consistent with the drop in ifti reporting for 2016—
suggesting a decline in the overall sector’s financial 
activity. it may also suggest an increase in the use of 
other non-cash-related systems; for example, electronic 
funds transfer, crowdfunding or online payment systems. 

refer to pages 23-24 for financial transaction report 
figures.
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Potential vulnerabilities, red flags and mitigation strategies

Stage Potential vulnerabilities and red flags Mitigation strategies

Collection

• cash-intensive processes

• Anonymity of donors (e.g. source of funds 
unknown)

• unusually large cash deposits by npos i.e. 
possible commingling of funds

• use of personal bank accounts to receive 
donations

• record keeping

• staff training and due diligence

• independent audit of collection practices

• smr reporting of suspicious cash activity

Storage

• storing funds outside mainstream channels, e.g. 
in private residences or sandooqs (cash boxes)

• commingling of funds

• theft of vehicles, laptops, project materials and 
other assets

• false accounting

• false invoices

• record keeping

• routine spot checks

• staff training and due diligence

• independent audit of storage practices

Transfer

• use of high-risk channels, e.g. cash couriers, 
alternative remittance, hawala 

• overseas transfers to high-risk countries/regions 
for corruption, money laundering, terrorism 
financing

• commingling of funds

• false accounting

• false invoices

• unusually large cash withdrawals followed by 
international travel

• record keeping

• routine spot checks

• staff training and due diligence

• independent audit of transfer practices

• Authorisation processes

• smrs of suspicious cash activity

Expenditure

• diversion of funds for misuse

• false invoice

• false accounting

• Alteration of payee and payment amount on 
cheques

• record keeping

• routine spot checks

• staff training and due diligence

• independent audit of expenditure practices

• Best practice procurement and authorisation 
processes

Program 
delivery

• diversion of resources for misuse

• program is delivered offshore (e.g. in-country 
program fraud)

• program is delivered by a third party 

• program delivery is controlled by a separate 
entity 

• on-site representative to oversee program 
delivery 

• due diligence on third parties and partners

• project planning and review
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 “...diminished revenue 
- through either 
legitimAte budget 

reduCtions or diversion 
of funds - CAn seriously 

Compromise An npo’s 
operAtions And ongoing 

viAbility...”
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the most signifiCAnt ConsequenCes of CriminAl misuse Are experienCed by 
npos direCtly, And intended benefiCiAries who do not reCeive funds thAt 

Are lost to Crime. the seCurity impACt is the most serious ConsequenCe of 
terrorism finAnCing misuse. 

Money laundering Terrorism financing

the consequences of money laundering in the npo 
sector are assessed as moderate. 

the consequences of terrorism financing in the npo 
sector are assessed as major18.

Category of consequence Money laundering Terrorism financing

npos

individuals (e.g. beneficiaries)

Australian economy and community

Australian criminal economy n/A

national and international security

Australia’s global image and bilateral relationships

18 consequence ratings have been largely developed with sector representatives and authorities responsible for monitoring and investigating 
criminal misuse and terrorism financing in Australia’s npo sector.

ConsequenCes
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npos often operate on limited budgets and rely on 
government funding and/or charitable donations. diminished 
revenue—through either legitimate budget reductions or 
diversion of funds—can seriously compromise an npo’s 
operations and ongoing viability. this has potentially severe 
flow-on impacts for intended beneficiaries when vital services 
are not delivered. 

terrorism financing consequences are higher than money 
laundering because of the national and international security 
impacts, and the reputational risks to the sector following a 
suspected or actual terrorism financing event. the potential 
harm to the Australian community from terrorism financing is 
also more significant than the harm from criminal misuse. 

tracing the ultimate use of npo funds diverted for 
terrorism financing is challenging, as discussed earlier in 
this assessment. However, it is reasonable to assess in the 
current terrorism financing environment that most (if not 
all) npo funds that end up in terrorist hands in the main 
conflict theatres in the middle east will be used for military 
and operational purposes. the battlefield pressure that isil 
in particular is under, indicates that external funding from 
overseas—including diverted npo funds—will be channelled 
into arming and sustaining fighters in the field, instead of 
organisational needs. 

 
feedBack froM the Sector – 
reSPonSeS to the national 
SurVey

sector representatives report different levels of impact 
on the volume of donations received and public support, 
following adverse media reporting of criminal activity 
involving an npo. smaller npos reportedly experience 
a greater reduction in charitable giving. larger npos 
reportedly experience a short-term impact, but levels 
of giving usually resume to normal within six months. 
despite this, the impact on beneficiaries during this time 
can be significant given the scale of donations processed 
through these npos.

nPos
consequences could include:

• reputational damage and loss of public trust, confidence 
and charitable donations, particularly where terrorism 
financing is involved

• loss of government funding

• regulatory or law enforcement action

• breakdown in the relationship with financial institutions, 
including potential costs to repair or establish new 
banking relationships (should an npo be de-risked) —
this can have implications for program delivery at crucial 
times

• increased costs to combat and deter criminal attacks, 
particularly it security costs to build cyber resilience

• increased administrative costs if more onerous 
requirements are needed to mitigate threats.

Individuals/beneficiaries
consequences could include:

• loss of funding and assistance to beneficiaries, including 
the potential flow-on impacts when vital services are not 
delivered

• personal loss for individuals connected to the npo, 
including loss of employment or resources

• personal loss for donors if their donations do not reach 
intended beneficiaries.

australian economy and 
community
consequences could include:

• diminished tax revenue when used to facilitate tax 
evasion

• reputational damage and loss of public confidence in 
businesses, including costs associated with repairing 
brand image, particularly where terrorism financing is 
involved 

• regulatory action against reporting businesses

• harms to the community associated with criminal or 
terrorist activity.
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australian criminal economy
consequences could include:

• increased criminal economy should misuse go 
undetected, enabling further criminal offending and 
providing a haven for the proceeds of crime.

national and international 
security
consequences could include:

• funds used to facilitate a terrorist attack

• funds used to promote violent extremism or terrorist 
activity

• damage to key bilateral and multilateral relationships.

australia’s global image and 
bilateral relationships
consequences could include:

• Australia’s global Aml/ctf reputation is damaged

• bilateral and multilateral government relationships are 
damaged.
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“...working with the npo 
seCtor, we will Continue 

to proteCt AustrAliA’s 
npos from the threAt of 
money lAundering And 
terrorism finAnCing...”
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Appendixes

AppENdix 
money lAundering risk methodology

AppENdix  
terrorism finAnCing risk methodology

AppENdix  
nAtionAl survey

AppENdix  
types of legAl struCtures for npos
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criminal threat environment

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

6
unsophisticated methods are 
used 

some sophisticated methods are 
used

Highly sophisticated methods 
are used

4 domestic-based criminal threat
primarily domestic-based criminal 
threat, some involvement of 
foreign entities

domestic-based criminal threat, 
significant involvement of foreign 
entities

4
minimal or no targeting by 
serious organised crime groups 
(suspected or proven)

some targeting by serious 
organised crime groups 
(suspected or proven)

substantial and systemic 
targeting by serious organised 
crime groups (suspected or 
proven)

3 limited to no instances of ml
A moderate number of instances 
of ml

A significant number of instances 
of ml

7
minimal exposure to predicate 
offences for ml

moderate exposure to predicate 
offences for ml

significant exposure to predicate 
offences for ml

AVERAGE 
SCORE 4.8

    aPPendix 1: money lAundering   
   risk methodology 

the money laundering risk methodology covers 25 risk 
factors across three categories: criminal threat environment, 
vulnerabilities and consequence. each risk factor was 
assessed and scored on a scale of one to nine. each was given 
a corresponding rating of low, medium or high (as per the 
table below). these assessments were based on a range of 
quantitative and qualitative inputs. 

five risk factors were considered in assessing the criminal 
threat environment. the average of these five ratings gave an 
overall rating for ‘threat’.

fourteen factors were considered in assessing the sector’s 
overall vulnerability to money laundering. these were 
grouped into five subsections: prevention measures; 
regulation; national cooperation and coordination; links to 
high-risk countries; and transparency and accountability of 
money movements. the average of these 14 ratings gave an 
overall rating for ‘Vulnerabilities’.

six factors were considered in assessing the consequence of 
money laundering activity within the sector. the average of 
these six ratings gave an overall rating for ‘consequence’.
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Vulnerabilities

PreVention MeaSureS

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

6

most npos have a strong 
understanding of their risks and 
have appropriate mitigation 
strategies in place 

some npos have a strong 
understanding of their risks and 
have appropriate mitigation 
strategies in place

few npos have a strong 
understanding of their risks and 
have appropriate mitigation 
strategies in place

7
most npos conduct robust and 
appropriate probity checks on 
personnel 

some npos conduct robust and 
appropriate probity checks on 
personnel

few npos conduct robust and 
appropriate probity checks on 
personnel

8

most npos have systems and 
procedures to confirm the 
legitimacy of partners, beneficiaries 
and partner associates

some npos have systems and 
procedures to confirm the 
legitimacy of partners, beneficiaries 
and partner associates

few npos have systems and 
procedures to confirm the 
legitimacy of partners, beneficiaries 
and partner associates

regulation

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

6

the sector operates under a 
strong and consistent regulatory 
framework; there is a high level 
of third-party oversight and 
supervision

regulatory frameworks apply to 
specific parts of the sector or their 
activities; there is a moderate 
level of third-party oversight and 
supervision

regulatory frameworks are highly 
variable across the sector; there 
is only a low level of third-party 
oversight and supervision

6

peak bodies have wide coverage 
of relevant npos and are actively 
involved in reducing risks in the 
sector

peak bodies have some coverage 
of relevant npos and are involved 
in reducing risks in the sector

peak bodies have limited 
coverage of relevant npos and are 
not actively involved in reducing 
risks in the sector

8
it is difficult to establish a sham 
npo 

there are some difficulties in 
establishing a sham npo

it is possible to set up a sham npo

national cooPeration and coordination

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

7

national cooperation and 
coordination between AustrAc, 
law enforcement and national 
security agencies, and npo 
regulators is generally effective 
with few improvements needed

national cooperation and 
coordination between AustrAc, 
law enforcement and national 
security agencies, and npo 
regulators is moderately effective 
but improvements should be made 

national cooperation and 
coordination between AustrAc, 
law enforcement and national 
security agencies, and npo 
regulators is inconsistent and not 
always effective
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linkS to high-riSk countrieS

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

1
A limited number of npos 
operate in a high-risk country 

A moderate number of npos 
operate in a high-risk country

A large number of npos operate 
in a high-risk country

1
npos send small amounts of 
funds to high-risk ml countries

npos send moderate amounts of 
funds to high-risk ml countries

npos send significant amounts of 
funds to high-risk ml countries

tranSParency and accountaBility in Money MoVeMentS

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

7

most organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are collected. High-risk channels 
are rarely used.

some organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are collected. High-risk channels 
are sometimes used.

few organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are collected. High-risk channels 
are often used.

4

most organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources 
are stored 

some organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources 
are stored

few organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources 
are stored

5

most organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are transferred. High-risk 
channels are rarely used.

some organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are transferred. High-risk 
channels are sometimes used.

few organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are transferred. High-risk 
channels are often used.

6

most organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are expended. High-risk channels 
are rarely used.

some organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are expended. High-risk channels 
are sometimes used.

few organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are expended. High-risk channels 
are often used.

7

most organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices to 
ensure programs are delivered as 
intended

some organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices to 
ensure programs are delivered as 
intended

few organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices to 
ensure programs are delivered as 
intended

AVERAGE 
SCORE 5.6
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consequence

SCORE MINOR MODERATE MAJOR

6

criminal misuse has minimal 
impact on an npo’s reputation, 
financial performance and 
operations

criminal misuse has a moderate 
impact on an npo’s reputation, 
financial performance and 
operations

criminal misuse has a significant 
impact on an npo’s reputation, 
financial performance and 
operations

7

criminal misuse has minimal 
impact on potential beneficiaries 
and/or individuals connected to 
the npo

criminal misuse has a moderate 
impact on potential beneficiaries 
and/or individuals connected to 
the npo

criminal misuse has a significant 
impact on potential beneficiaries 
and/or individuals connected to 
the npo

3
criminal misuse has minimal 
impact on the Australian 
economy and community

criminal misuse has a moderate 
impact on the Australian 
economy and community

criminal misuse has a significant 
impact on the Australian 
economy and community

1
criminal misuse results in small 
illicit profits that contribute little 
to the criminal economy

criminal misuse results in modest 
illicit profits that somewhat 
contribute to the criminal 
economy

criminal misuse results in 
lucrative illicit profits that 
significantly contribute to the 
criminal economy

1
criminal misuse is not likely 
to impact national and/or 
international security 

criminal misuse has the potential 
to moderately impact national 
and/or international security 

criminal misuse has the potential 
to significantly impact on 
national and/or international 
security 

2
criminal misuse causes minimal 
damage to Australia’s global 
image and bilateral relationships

criminal misuse causes moderate 
damage to Australia’s global 
image and bilateral relationships

criminal misuse causes significant 
damage to Australia’s global 
image and bilateral relationships

AVERAGE 
SCORE 3.3
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Terrorism financing threat environment

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

5 unsophisticated methods used 
some sophisticated methods are 
used

Highly sophisticated methods 
are used

3
limited targeting by terrorist 
groups, networks, cells or 
individuals (suspected or proven)

moderate targeting by terrorist 
groups, networks, cells or 
individuals (suspected or proven)

substantial and systemic 
targeting by targeting by terrorist 
groups, networks, cells or 
individuals (suspected or proven)

4
no instances of tf (suspected or 
proven)

A small number of instances of tf 
(suspected or proven)

A significant number of instances 
of tf (suspected or proven)

AVERAGE 
SCORE 4

    aPPendix 2: terrorism 
   finAnCing risk methodology 

the terrorism financing risk methodology covers 23 risk 
factors across three categories: terrorism financing threat 
environment, vulnerabilities and consequence. each risk 
factor was assessed and scored on a scale of one to nine. each 
was given a corresponding rating of low, medium or high 
(as per the table below). these assessments were based on a 
range of quantitative and qualitative inputs. 

three risk factors were considered in assessing the terrorism 
financing threat environment. the average of these three 
ratings gave an overall rating for ‘threat’.

fifteen factors were considered in assessing the sector’s 
overall vulnerability to terrorism financing. these were 
grouped into five subsections: prevention measures; 
regulation; national cooperation and coordination; links to 
high-risk countries; and transparency and accountability of 
money movements. the average of these 15 ratings gave an 
overall rating for ‘Vulnerabilities’.

five factors were considered in assessing the consequence of 
terrorism financing activity within the sector. the average of 
these five ratings gave an overall rating for ‘consequence’.
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Vulnerabilities

PreVention MeaSureS

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

6

most npos have a strong 
understanding of their risks and 
have appropriate mitigation 
strategies in place

some npos have a reasonable 
understanding of their risks and 
have appropriate mitigation 
strategies in place to some extent

few npos have a strong 
understanding of their risks and 
have appropriate mitigation 
strategies in place

7
most npos conduct robust and 
appropriate probity checks on 
personnel

some npos conduct robust and 
appropriate probity checks on 
personnel

few npos conduct robust and 
appropriate probity checks on 
personnel

8

most npos have systems and 
procedures to confirm the 
legitimacy of partners, beneficiaries 
and partner associates

some npos have systems and 
procedures to confirm the 
legitimacy of partners, beneficiaries 
and partner associates

few npos have systems and 
procedures to confirm the 
legitimacy of partners, beneficiaries 
and partner associates

regulation

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

5

the sector operates under a 
strong and consistent regulatory 
framework; there is a high level 
of third-party oversight and 
supervision

regulatory frameworks apply to 
specific parts of the sector or their 
activities; there is a moderate 
level of third-party oversight and 
supervision

regulatory frameworks are highly 
variable across the sector; there 
is only a low level of third-party 
oversight and supervision

6

peak bodies have wide coverage 
of relevant npos and are actively 
involved in reducing risks in the 
sector

peak bodies have some coverage 
of relevant npos and are involved 
in reducing risks in the sector

peak bodies have limited 
coverage of relevant npos and are 
not actively involved in reducing 
risks in the sector

8
it is difficult to establish a sham 
npo 

there are some difficulties in 
establishing a sham npo

it is possible to set up a sham npo

national cooPeration and coordination

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

6

national cooperation and 
coordination between AustrAc, 
law enforcement and national 
security agencies, and npo 
regulators is generally effective 
with few improvements needed

national cooperation and 
coordination between AustrAc, 
law enforcement and national 
security agencies, and npo 
regulators is moderately effective 
but improvements should be made

national cooperation and 
coordination between AustrAc, 
law enforcement and national 
security agencies, and npo 
regulators is inconsistent and not 
always effective
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linkS to high-riSk countrieS

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

2
A limited number of npos 
operate in a high-risk country 

A moderate number of npos 
operate in a high-risk country

A large number of npos operate 
in a high-risk country

3

A limited number of npos are 
based in a community with 
strong communal or family links 
to a high-risk country 

A moderate number of npos 
are based in a community with 
strong communal or family links 
to a high-risk country

A large number of npos are 
based in a community with 
strong communal or family links 
to a high-risk country

7
in tf terms, npos send small 
amounts of funds to high-risk 
countries

in tf terms, npos send moderate 
amounts of funds are sent to 
high-risk countries

in tf terms, npos send significant 
amounts of funds to high-risk 
countries

tranSParency and accountaBility in Money MoVeMentS

SCORE LOW MEDIUM HIGH

7

most organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices concerning 
how funds/resources  are collected. 
High-risk channels are rarely used.

some organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices concerning 
how funds/resources  are collected. 
High-risk channels are sometimes 
used.

few organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices concerning 
how funds/resources  are collected. 
High-risk channels are often used.

4

most organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices concerning 
how funds/resources are retained.

some organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices concerning 
how funds/resources are retained.

few organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices concerning 
how funds/resources are retained.

5

most organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are transferred. High-risk channels 
are rarely used.

some organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are transferred. High-risk channels 
are sometimes used.

few organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are transferred. High-risk channels 
are often used.

6

most organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are expended. High-risk channels 
are rarely used.

some organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are expended. High-risk channels 
are sometimes used.

few organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices 
concerning how funds/resources  
are expended. High-risk channels 
are often used.

7

most organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices to 
ensure programs are delivered as 
intended.

some organisations have 
strong internal transparency 
and accountability practices to 
ensure programs are delivered as 
intended.

few organisations have strong 
internal transparency and 
accountability practices to 
ensure programs are delivered as 
intended.

AVERAGE 
SCORE 5.8
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consequence

SCORE MINOR MODERATE MAJOR

8
tf has minimal impact on an 
npo’s reputation, financial 
performance and operations

tf has a moderate impact on 
an npo’s reputation, financial 
performance and operations

tf has a significant impact on 
an npo’s reputation, financial 
performance and operations

8
tf has a minimal impact on 
potential beneficiaries and/or 
individuals connected to the npo

tf has a moderate impact on 
potential beneficiaries and/or 
individuals connected to the npo

tf has a significant impact on 
potential beneficiaries and/or 
individuals connected to the npo

6
tf has minimal impact on 
the Australian economy and 
community

tf has a moderate impact on 
the Australian economy and 
community

tf has a significant impact on 
the Australian economy and 
community

8
tf will unlikely impact national 
and/or international security 

tf has the potential to 
moderately impact national and/
or international security 

tf has the potential to 
significantly impact on national 
and/or international security 

3
tf causes minimal damage to 
Australia’s global image and 
bilateral relationships

tf causes moderate damage 
to Australia’s global image and 
bilateral relationships

tf causes significant damage 
to Australia’s global image and 
bilateral relationships

AVERAGE 
SCORE 6.6
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WHAT IS YOUR ROLE IN THE NPO?
29% board member

17% CEO

18% �nance manager

9% professional services

22% other

WHAT IS THE NPO’S MAIN ACTIVITY? (top 5)

16% religious activities

14% social services and housing

13% education and research

11% health

9% international activities and funding

WHAT IS THE NPO’S ANNUAL REVENUE
18% $1 million or more (large)

28% less than $250,000 (small)

13% between $250,000 to $999,999 (medium)

WHAT IS THE LEGAL STRUCTURE OF YOUR NPO?
46% incorporated association

37% company limited by guarantee

8% unincorporated association

4% trust

5% other

WHERE IS YOUR NPO LOCATED

TOP 10 COUNTRIES WHERE MONEY IS SENT

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
WHO DOES YOUR NPO REPORT TO?
86%  ACNC

46%  ATO

32%  state incorporated association regulator

21%  state fundraising authority

11%  state revenue o�ce

4%  I don’t know

3%  we don’t submit reports

18%  other

41% NSW

23% WA

24% SA

12% NT

38% VIC

15% TAS

20% ACT

32% QLD

22% Overseas

DOES YOUR NPO SEND
FUNDS OVERSEAS?

37% 63%

27% Cambodia

23% PNG

21% Indonesia

20% Fiji

20% Thailand

21% Philippines

25% India

16% Myanmar

25% Nepal

TOTAL RESPONDENTS: 290

please contact the Acnc if you would like a copy of the questions used in the national survey. 

   aPPendix 3: nAtionAl survey 
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WHAT IS YOUR ROLE IN THE NPO?
29% board member
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22% other
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18%  other
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DOES YOUR NPO SEND
FUNDS OVERSEAS?

37% 63%

27% Cambodia

23% PNG

21% Indonesia

20% Fiji
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16% Myanmar

25% Nepal

TOTAL RESPONDENTS: 290
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Incorporated association
A legal entity separate from its individual members. it must operate as an npo and 
is only incorporated under the state or territory legislation in which it operates.

Non-distributing co-operative
A ‘co-operative’ is an entity which exists for the benefit of its members. A ‘non-
distributing’ co-operative has rules to prevent surpluses or profits being distributed 
to members.

Company limited by guarantee
A company whose members are exposed to a defined level of liability should the 
company be wound up. 

Indigenous corporation
controlled by Aboriginal and torres strait islander people. they are registered 
according to the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 and are 
regulated by the office of the registrar of indigenous corporations.

Trust
An obligation imposed on a person or other entity (the trustee) to hold assets for 
the benefit of beneficiaries or for a particular purpose. the trustee must deal with 
the trust assets in line with the settlor’s wishes as set out in the trust deed.

Unincorporated association

not recognised as a separate legal entity to the members associated with it. it 
is a group of people who agree to act together as an organisation and form an 
association. the group can remain informal and its members make their own rules 
on how the group is managed. the rules may also be referred to as a constitution.

    aPPendix 4: types of legAl  
   struCtures for npos






